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The purpose of the study was to investigate the

composing processes, those behaviors, concerns, and

attitudes related to writing of selected University of

Florida Early Childhood Education Program (ECEP) and

Childhood Education Program (CEP) students identified

as good writers and selected ECEP and CEP students

identified as poor writers. The study sought to answer

three questions: (l) Are the behaviors which shape

the composing processes of the good writers different

from those processes of the poor writers? (2) Are

the concerns, attitudes, and past experiences related

vm



to writing of the good writers different from those

concerns, attitudes, and past experiences of the poor

writers? (3) Based upon the differences in the com-

posing processes, concerns, attitudes, and past experi-

ences related to writing, what are the implications for

a treatment program for the poor writers?

The study took place during a period of five weeks

at the University of Florida. Twelve prospective teachers

enrolled in ECEP/CEP who had been identified as good

writers and poor writers were the subjects of the inves-

tigation. Six writers comprised each group. For each of

four weeks, the subjects were videotaped and directly

observed as they wrote on assigned topics, geared to

approximate actual tasks of writing in which early childhood

and elementary teachers engage. Each subject was asked

follow-up questions related to the writing episode im-

mediately after each of the four composition experiences.

At the fifth session, an in-depth interview was conducted

to elicit each subject's historical behaviors, concerns,

and attitudes associated with writing. Each of the five

sessions was conducted individually.

Statistical tests were applied to test the hypotheses;.

A repeated measures analysis of variance determined quanti-

tative differences between the composing behaviors of the

good writers and the poor writers. The Fisher exact

probability test and the Kolmogorov-Smirnov two-sample
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test were applied to determine qualitative differences

between the two groups' attitudes and concerns associ-

ated with writing. The definitions and hypotheses

generated for the study were derived and interpreted

from the variables investigated by Pianko and Rogers

in their doctoral dissertation The Composing Acts of

College Freshman Writers: A Description . completed at

Rutgers in 1977*

J It was concluded that good writers, more ably than

poor writers, contemplate what has been written, by

spending more time than poor writers in composing and

rereading the product. In addition, more rescannings,

pauses, drafts, and dictionary uses allow good writers

increased opportunities for contemplation of what has

been written. Afforded more opportunities for confir-

mation of what has been written, the good writers make

more revisions than do the poor writers.

Further, the good writers' predisposition toward

writing is more positive and more comprehensive than

that of the poor writers. The products written in the

good writers' past experiences are regarded with satis-

faction, and the good writers value writing as important

for self-expression. The good writers engage in more

self-initiated writing than do the poor writers.

Three major implications for a treatment program

for the poor writers were made: (l) Differences between

x



specific quantitative and qualitative behaviors of good

writers and poor writers exist: Inform the poor writers

of the investigation and its purpose. (2) Specific

differences between the good writers and the poor writers

exist which are quantitative: Rehearse the quantitative

behaviors characteristic of the good writers. (3) Spe-

cific differences between the good writers and the poor

writers exist which are qualitative: Provide a forum

for the exchange of concerns, attitudes, and past experi-

ences related to writing.

xi



CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

Stemming from the pervading decline of writing

performance among all levels of our nation's students

is a critical implication: The college level student

aspiring to become a teacher may not be a skilled writer.

The unskilled writer as an early childhood or elementary

teacher candidate is the focus of interest in this

investigation. The concern for the unskilled writer-

teacher candidate is dual in nature, to assist in improving

the writing performance of the prospective teacher and,

thereby, to increase the opportunity for the prospective

teacher to produce students who are skilled writers.

Statement of the Problem

The problem in this study was to differentiate the

behaviors, concerns, and attitudes associated with writing

of prospective early childhood/elementary teachers identi-

fied as good writers and poor writers and to propose im-

plications for a treatment program for the poor writers,

based upon those differences.

1
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The purpose of the study was to investigate the

composing processes—those behaviors, concerns, and

attitudes related to writing—of selected University

Of Florida Early Childhood Education Program (ECEP) and

Childhood Education Program (CEP) students identified

as good writers and selected ECEP and CEP students

identified as poor writers. The study sought to answer

three questions:

Are the behaviors which shape the composing
processes of the good writers different from
those behaviors of the poor writers?

Are the concerns, attitudes, and past experi-
ences related to writing of the good writers
different from those concerns, attitudes, and
past experiences of the poor writers?

Based upon the differences in the composing
processes, concerns, attitudes, and past
experiences related to writing, what are the
implications for a treatment program for the
poor writers?

Need for the Study

The widespread decline of American students' skills

in written discourse, as assessed by standardized measures

such as the Scholastic Aptitude Test (Wirtz, 1977) and the

National Assessment of Educational Progress (Mellon, 1976)

and attested to by observations of countless disgruntled

college professors, public school teachers, parents, and

assorted critics, has received much publicity. The Advisory

Panel on the SAT Score Decline (Wirtz, 1977) posited the

fundamental reason for the students ' drop in both verbal
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and mathematical scores on the Scholastic Aptitude Test

as the change in the test-taking population; that is,

there exists in recent years, since 1963 , a broader,

different cross section of students whose lack of skills

are evidenced in test score reports than in previous

years. Other developments associated with the declining

scores, suggested by the panel, include the impact of

television viewing, changes in the family's role in

education, increased enrollment in elective courses at

the high school level, automatic promotion, grade inflation,

absenteeism, low reading-level textbooks, less homework,

and diminution of students' motivation.

A confounding problem associated with the dilemma

of inadequacy of writing skills was specified by the

University of Florida Taskforce on Composition: "Teachers

of writing are themselves sometimes unable to write well"

(Bevis, Carpenter, Faricy, Kelly, Morris, Ritch, Webb,

and Hellstrom, 1978, p. 3 ). Professor James Gray of the

Bay Area Writing Project contended that the single most

critical factor associated with the decline of students'

writing performance is the "lack of expertise on the part

of teachers" (Neill, 1976, p. 7 ).

It is reasonable to assume that some college students

enrolled in teacher preparatory programs, students who are

products of the recent years of decline, are likely to be

judged as unskilled, inadequately prepared, and/or
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apprehensive writers and, consequently, unlikely to provide

sound curricula and knowledgeable instruction in composition

in the classroom when they are given the responsibility to

assume such concerns, thus contributing to a cycle of

perpetuation of unskilled writers.

A proposed avenue of inquiry concerning expertise

in writing evolves from recent research in written

composition (Braddock, Lloyd-Jones, and Schoer, 1963;

Britton, Burgess, Martin, McLeod, and Rosen, 1975; Emig,

1971; Graves, 1973; Perl, 1978; Pianko and Rogers, 1977).

The investigation of composing processes of writers

promises insight into the quantitative and qualitative

behaviors, concerns, and attitudes which -combine as the

intricate process of writing. The differentiation of the

quantitative and qualitative variables associated with the

writing of skilled writers and unskilled writers suggests

a possible foundation upon which to bring about improved

performance in written discourse of the unskilled writers.

If the composing processes of prospective early child-

hood and elementary teachers identified as poor writers

differ significantly from the composing processes of early

childhood and elementary teachers identified as good writers,

treatment to remediate the processes of the poor writers can

be proposed, based upon those differences.
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Hypotheses

The following hypotheses were investigated:

I. There is no difference between the good writers'

and the poor writers' behaviors which shape their

composing processes.

A. There is no difference between the good writers'
and the poor writers' prewriting times.

B. There is no difference between the good writers'
and the poor writers' composing times.

C. There is no difference between the good writers'
and the poor writers' rates of composing.

D. There is no difference between the good writers'
and the poor writers' rereading times.

E. There is no difference between the good writers'
and the poor writers' number of revisions.

F. There is no difference between the good writers'
and the poor writers' number of pauses.

G. There is no difference between the good writers'
and the poor writers' number of drafts.

H. There is no difference between the good writers'
and the poor writers' number of dictionary uses.

I. There is no difference between the good writers'
and the poor writers' number of rescannings.

II. There is no difference between the good writers'

and the poor writers' concerns, attitudes, and past

experiences related to writing.

A. There is no difference between the good writers'
and the poor writers' planning behavior.

B. There is no difference between the good writers'
and the poor writers' attitude toward the writing.

C. There is no difference between the good writers'
and the poor writers' stylistic concerns.
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D. There is no difference between the good writers'
and the poor writers' consideration of purpose.

E. There is no difference between the good writers'
and the poor writers' knowledge of ideas prior
to writing.

F. There is no difference between the good writers'
and the poor writers ' concerns for getting across
ideas

.

G. There is no difference between the good writers'
and the poor writers' concerns for mechanics and
usage

.

H. There is no difference between the good writers'
and the poor writers' concerns for diction.

I. There is no difference between the good writers'
and the poor writers ' beliefs of importance for
writing as communication.

J. There is no difference between the good writers'
and the poor writers' beliefs of importance for
writing as self-expression.

K. There is no difference between the good writers'
and the poor writers' amount of self-initiated
writing.

L. There is no difference between the good writers'
and the poor writers' amount of school-related
writing experiences.

M. There is no difference between the good writers'
and the poor writers ' amount of writing done by-
family and friends.

N. There is no difference between the good writers'
and the poor writers' usual prewriting times.

O. There is no difference between the good writers'
and the poor writers' need for a special writing
place

.

P. There is no difference between the good writers'
and the poor writers' satisfaction with products.

Q. There is no difference between the good writers'
and the poor writers' sense of completion.
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Definition of Terms

The following definitions were used in this study:

Good Writer : subject selected for study who had a net

score of 11 or 12 on a holistically evaluated writing sample.

Poor Writer : subject selected for study who had a net

score of 2 or 3 on a holistically evaluated writing sample.

Holistic Scoring : evaluation of written compositions on

the basis of the total impression they make upon the reader,

as established by Educational Testing Service.

Dictionary Uses : the number of times the dictionary is

used during the writing episode.

Rescannings : the number of rescannings during the writing

episode

.

Early Childhood/Childhood Education Program (ECEP/CEP )

:

teacher preparatory programs (early childhood and elementary)

in the College of Education, University of Florida.

Composing Processes : the quantitative and qualitative

variables, as enumerated below, associated with the subject

as writing takes place.

Quantitative Variables

Prewriting Time : time which elapses from the moment the

assignment is received until the first word is written.
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Compos ing Time : time which elapses from the moment the

first word is written until the product is completed.

Rate of . Composing : rate determined by dividing the

composing time into the number of words of the final product.

Rereading Time : time which elapses during the rereading

of the product, top to bottom, including revisions made.

Revis ions : the number of revisions per composing time.

Pauses : the number of times no writing (for at least 5

seconds) takes place.

Drafts : the number of products written per composing time.

Qualitative Variables

Planning Behavior : planning observed during writing episode,

measured as mental, in which plans are not written in any

form, or written, in which plans are made on paper.

Attitude toward Writing : attitude expressed, following

writing episode, measured as positive or negative.

Stylistic Concerns : interest expressed, following writing

episode, in organization and paragraph development, measured

as none or some.

Consideration of Purpose : concern expressed, following

writing episode, for a clear purpose for the writing,

measured as none or some.
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Knowledge of Ideas : need expressed, following writing

episode, to set definite ideas before writing, measured

as none or some.

Writers* Concerns ; concerns expressed, following

writing episode, for getting across ideas, for mechanics

and usage, and for diction, measured as yes or no.

Procedures

The study took place during a perio^d of five weeks

at the University of Florida. Prospective early childhood/

elementary teachers who had been identified as good writers

and poor writers, on the basis of holistic composition scores,

were the subjects of the investigation. For each of four

weeks, the subjects were videotaped and directly observed

as they wrote on assigned topics. Each subject was asked

follow-up questions related to the writing episf^e immedi-

ately after each of the four composition experiences. At

the fifth session, an in-depth interview was conducted to

elicit each subject's historical behaviors, concerns, and

attitudes associated with writing (that is, beliefs of

importance for writing, amount of self-initiated writing,

amount of school-related writing experiences, amount of

writing done by family and friends, usual prewriting times,

need for a special writing place, satisfaction with products,

and sense of completion). Each of the five sessions was

conducted individually.
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Statistical tests were applied to test the hypotheses.

A repeated measures analysis of variance determined quanti-

tative differences between the composing behaviors of the

good writers and the poor writers. The Fisher exact

probability test and the Kolmogorov-Smirnov two-sample

test were applied to determine qualitative differences

between the two groups' attitudes and concerns associated

with writing. The definitions and hypotheses generated

for the study were derived and interpreted from the

variables investigated by Pianko and Rogers in their

doctoral dissertation The Composing Acts of College Freshman

Writers :' A Description , completed at Rutgers in 1977 -

Limitations of the Study

One, the subjects participating in this study were

limited to early childhood and elementary teacher candidates

at one university during the fall quarter of 1979*

Two, only the processes of writing, not the products,

were analyzed in this study.

Three, the implications for the treatment program

for the poor writers were made but not implemented as a

part of this study.

Organization of the Dissertation

The remaining chapters of the dissertation are

organized in the following fashion: Chapter II, a review
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of related literature on the composing process and

attitudes toward writing; Chapter III, details of the

procedures followed in the investigation; Chapter IV,

analysis and interpretation of the data; Chapter V,

implications for a treatment program for the poor

writers

.



CHAPTER II
REVIEW OF THE RELATED LITERATURE

The purpose of the review of the literature is to

h^-§hlight the research related to the composing process

and attitudes toward writing.

The Composing Process

In the years since Braddock, Lloyd-Jones, and Schoer

(1963) called for direct observation and case study

methodology in research on written composition, investi-

gations centering on the stages and nature of the composing

process have increased in number. The complexity in arriving

at a description of the stages and the nature of the behaviors

comprising the composing process was stated by Britton et

al. (1975, P. 21):

The moment when one takes up a pen and
begins to write stands at the point of
intersection of a number of different
mental and physical activities. Some
of these are ended as soon as the writing
begins, others are continued as the
writing proceeds, while some, obviously,
begin and end with the act of writing
itself. If we can discover and describe
these activities, and establish the
dynamics of their relationships with
one another, we shall arrive at a de-
scription of the process of writing ....

12
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The Stages of the Composing Process

One way of investigating the composing process has

been to attempt to identify stages in the process. In

the research and theory related to the process of writing,

the stages of composing have been described in various

ways. Rohman and Wlecke (1964) identified three distinct

phases: prewriting, writing, and rewriting. Britton et

al. (1975) suggested three not necessarily discrete periods

conception, incubation, and production. Sommers (1978)

cautioned against describing the composing process as a

series of stages, which may more accurately describe the

steps in arriving at the product rather than the actual

operations of the process, hypothetically both a linear

and a recursive process.

The Nature of the Composing Process

Cooper and Odell (1977) described the complex nature

of the composing process:

Composing involves exploring and mulling
oyer a subject; planning the particular
piece (with or without notes or outline);
getting started; making discoveries about
feelings, values, or ideas, even while in
the process of writing a draft; making
continuous decisions about diction, syntax,
and rhetoric in relation to the intended
meaning and to the meaning taking shape;
reviewing what has accumulated, and anti-
cipating and rehearsing what comes next;
tinkering and reformulating; stopping,
contemplating the finished piece and
perhaps, finally, revising. This complex
unpredictable, demanding acti 1 *' is what
we call the writing process.
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It is the nature of the process, as described by Cooper

and Odell, which has become a focus of recent research

in written composition.

Perl (1979), referring to Cooper and Odell's 1978

work Research on Composing : Points of Departure . commented,

"Alongside the traditional, large scale experimental

studies, there is now widespread recognition of the need

for works of a more modest, probing nature, works that

attempt to elucidate basic processes" (p. 317). Case

study investigations have addressed the multifaceted

nature of the composing process.

Emig (1971) observed elements, moments, and stages

within the composing processes of eight twelfth-grade

writers. Based upon the direct observation of the

subjects as they engaged in four episodes of simultaneous

writing and composing aloud, as well as the analysis of

the subjects' autobiographies of writing experience, the

following dimensions of the composing process were

identified: context of composing, nature of the stimulus,

prewriting, planning, starting, composing, reformulation,

stopping, contemplation of the product, and seeming in-

fluence by the teacher.

Two modes of composing, reflexive and extensive, were

identified by Emig. Reflexive writing is usually self-

sponsored; the audience for the reflexive mo de iq.

typically, the self; often occurring as poetry, the

reflexive mode is characterized by discernable moments of
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starting, stopping, and contemplating of the product.

Extensive writing, on the other hand, usually is

school-sponsored; the audience for the extensive mode

is the teacher; extensive writing occurs chiefly as

prose. Extensive writing reflects, quite often, a

detachment on the part of the writer, while reflexive

writing reflects an exploratory, committed engagement "by

the writer.

Another study was conducted by Sawkins (1971),

who interviewed fifth-grade writers to determine if there

were significant differences between the good and poor

writers in their approaches taken to writing. Regarding

the composing processes of the children, Sawkins concluded

the following:

All writers tend to approach writing in much
the same way, whether they are good or poor
writers

.

Writers tend to consider aspects of content
before they begin writing and while they are
writing.

Little or no attention is given to outlining
or note taking.

Most writers do not have the complete compo-
sition in mind before they begin writing.

Little attention is given to aspects of word
choice or construction of sentences and
paragraphs

.

Writers ask for little assistance from teachers
except for help with spelling.

Writers who proofread do so after the first
draft of the composition for the primary
purpose of checking writing mechanics;
checking for content is a secondary purpose.
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Those writers who rewrite do so for the
purpose of neatness.

Fluency in discussing the process of writing
is not necessarily mirrored by the quality
of the writing.

Mischel (1974), Morgan (1975)» and Seaman (1975)

conducted case study investigations
, following procedures

similar to that of Emig's (1971) pioneer research, of

individual writers at grades twelve, seven, and four,

respectively. All three studies confirmed Emig's findings.

In another study, Brozick (1976) investigated the

composing behaviors of four twelfth-grade students of

distinct personality types. Two extensive and two reflexive

writing episodes were observed. Composing behaviors, Brozick

found, differ considerably for extensive and reflexive

writing; planning behavior is restricted in extensive writing,

while more opportunity for exploration of needs and interests

is provided in reflexive writing.

The behaviors and cognitive processes of 15 senior class

high school students identified as good writers and 15 students

identified as average writers were studied by Stallard (1974).

The behaviors of the composers were observed during a single

assigned writing episode. The writers were individually

interviewed after the composing experience. On the basis of

the observation of the writing episode and the analysis of

the interviews, Stallard identified characteristic behaviors

for the good writers.
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Characteristic of the good writers, according to

Stallard, are the following:

More time is spent in contemplating the written
product

.

More time is spent in both prewriting and writing.

Frequent pauses are made for rereading.

Thought is given both before and during composing
about having a purpose for the writing.

Added characteristics of good writers, as well as average

writers, include concern for spelling revisions and the

mechanics of writing. Also identified as characteristic for

both groups of writers are a lack of concern for identifying

an audience and lack of concern for any formal or informal

planning of paragraphs or the composition as a whole.

Graves (1973 » 1975) observed seven-year-old children

in four classroom settings. The composing processes and

related variables of learning environments and sex differences

of the second-grade writers were studied in four phases:

(1) Written products were analyzed for theme choice, writing

type, number of words, accompanying art, and comments by the

teacher. (2) Composing processes of 14 children were

observed when the children chose to write. Fifty-three

episodes were recorded. (3) Seventeen children were inter-

viewed to ascertain their conceptions of the "good writer."

(4) Case studies of eight children were conducted, culmi-

nating in an in-depth report of one child.
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In Graves' investigation, two distinctive writer

types emerged: reactive and reflective. Visible rehearsing

before writing characterizes the reactive writer. Rarely

does the reactive writer contemplate the finished work.

Reflective writers do not visibly rehearse before writing,

and they occasionally contemplate the product.

Concerning classroom environment, informal settings

give greater choice to children, Graves found, resulting

in more frequent and lengthier writing than formal settings

allow. Unassigned writing is longer than assigned writing

in either environment. In either setting, girls' writing

is longer than that of boys. Boys write more unassigned

writing than do girls in either classroom environment. For

boys, the "good writer" is concerned with aspects of neatness,

letter formation, and spacing; for girls, the concern is with

aspects of prethinking, qualities of organization, and il-

lustrations to support judgments.

Graves concluded that a variety of variables, most

unknown, contribute to the writing process and that the

writing process is as variable and unique as the individual

personality of the writer.

The observation of composing processes comprised a

segment of the research of Britton et al. (1975) who

analyzed for the Schools Councils of England 2122 pieces of

writing done by 500 students in the first, third, fifth,

and seventh years of 65 British schools. The writings

represented a variety of academic subject areas. Descriptive
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analysis of the written products yielded information

in two dimensions: function and audience.

In terms of function, a continuum was established,

as represented below:

Transactional < — Expressive Poetic

At one extreme of the continuum exists transactional writing;

at the other extreme, poetic writing; between the two is

expressive writing.

Transactional writing, in which the writer assumes

the role of participant, is that writing done to inform or

to persuade. Transactional writing opposes poetic writing,

in which the writer assumes the role of the spectator.

Poetic writing involves the use of language as an art

medium, a verbal construct, a language "object." Between the

extremes of the transactional and poetic modes exists expres-

sive writing, that which is closes to the self and to

informal talk. Britton et al. found that 65$ of the products

represented the transactional mode.

In terms of audience, three major categories of writer/

reader relationships were identified: writing for self,

writing for teachers, and writing for a known or unknown

larger audience. Teacher audiences accounted for approxi-

mately 95^ of the students' products.

The writing process was examined in terms of three

stages: conception, incubation, and production. Conception

of a writing task is dependent upon the writer's knowledge
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attitudes, and involvement related to the task. When

the writer feels he/she knows what is going to he written

and has formed some idea for writing, the conception stage

has ended. Incuhation of a writing episode involves ex-

plaining to oneself the matter and planning what will be

written. Production, the third stage, involves the com-

mitting of words to paper.

A variety of strategies for production was observed

by Britton and his colleagues. The three stages of the

writing process, it was noted, often run concurrently and

are further affected by the audience for whom the writing

is intended and the function of the writing itself.

College students' written drafts were studied by

Beach (1976). Prospective English teachers at the junior

and senior levels were identified as either extensive

revisers or nonrevisers, based upon the degree of revisions

they made on subsequent drafts of two assigned writings.

Beach concluded the following characteristics:

Extensive revisers' alterations in their writing
involve changes in content or substance; non-
revisers make minor alterations in the form of
their writing.

Free-writing" is viewed by extensive revisers
as spontaneous, tentative writing which will be
la'ter reformulated; nonrevisers view "free-
writing with little need for reformulation.

Extensive revisers appear to be more capable
of making self-criticism; nonrevisers are less
self-critical.

Extensive revisers appear to be more capable
of making generalizations about aspects of
their compositions than nonrevisers who comment
about separate problems or lines.
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Nonrevisers tend to lose interest in their
writing and the necessity for further alterations.

Another investigation of college level subjects' com-

posing processes and attitudes toward writing was conducted

by Stiles (1976). Stiles' subjects, eight remedial writing

students, composed aloud during four writing episodes and

were interviewed during one informal discussion period.

The subjects reported that most writing experiences and

instruction had been confined to the college classroom, and

little attention had been paid to composition experiences

and instruction in high school. Stiles concluded that

although- the subjects' self-confidence as writers is low,

their attitudes toward writing are positive, reflecting

their belief that the ability to write well will benefit

them in later life. Stiles indicated, further, that

characteristic of the remedial writers' processes of com-

posing are the inability to transfer thought to paper and

the preoccupation with mechanics of writing, particularly

spelling, with a secondary concern for arrangement and

organization.

Crowley (1977) analyzed the composing diaries kept by

84 college freshmen and 17 upperclass English majors in

order to develop a model of the students' composing processes.

The model Crowley generalized from the students' comments

reveals a strictly linear conception of writing, with little

or no recursive movement. Crowley concluded that there

exists a lack of commitment and a lack of understanding of

the nature of the composing process.
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In an investigation of mulitlevel writers, subjects

at grades seven, ten, and college level who were identified

as failing to learn to write were observed as they composed

and were interviewed by Metzger (1977). Metzger concluded

that the development of the poor writers had been thwarted:

The subjects are not unable to write; rather, they are

unmotivated to write.

The composing acts of writers enrolled in traditional

and remedial English classes at the college level were

studied by Pianko and Rogers (1977). Each of the 17 writers

was observed and videotaped once during the course of five

writing episodes in simulated classroom conditions. Further,

each subject was interviewed after the writing episode.

Finally, the investigators conducted in-depth historical

interviews with the writers.

Pianko and Rogers summarized in their study the composing

processes related to the school-sponsored writing done by

the freshman writers: Prewriting activities take little of

the subjects' time; most planning is done mentally; little

commitment is associated with the writing; revisions made are

minor, usually to correct words and mechanics; and, rereadings

are done to make minor alterations.

Group differences between the traditional writers' and

the remedial writers' school-sponsored writing were summarized

as well by Pianko and Rogers. From the observations of
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writing and the postwriting inquiries, it was found that

traditional writers spend more time in planning and more

frequently rescan their writing than do remedial writers;

traditional writers attend more consciously in their writing

to style, purpose, setting of parameters, and getting across

ideas; traditional writers "have a more fully developed

understanding of the writing process and of an audience to

"be affected, and are at a higher developmental level in the

composing process than remedial college writers" (pp. 253-25^).

Remedial writers, Pianko and Rogers determined from

the school-sponsored observations, compose at a slower pace

than do traditional writers. From the historical interview,

the researchers concluded that remedial writers appear more

satisfied and more often feel their writings are complete

when the products are submitted; report fewer writing experi-

ences in elementary and secondary school; and, witness less

writing being done by family and friends than do traditional

writers

.

Pianko (1979) reported that other than their low

quality written products, what fundamentally distinguished

the remedial writers from the traditional writers is the

remedial writers underdeveloped composing processes. The

ability to reflect on what is being written separates the

two groups of writers. Pianko suggested that emphasis on
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the development of the deficient writers' composing processes

should he considered to bring about a genuine improvement in

the poor writers' products.

In another study of college level students, Perl (1978,

1979) analyzed the composing processes of five unskilled

writers. The subjects composed aloud on four occasions and

were interviewed at a fifth session in order to elicit cogni-

tive processes, perceptions, and memories of writing. The

subjects wrote on material they were currently studying in

their course work, and the writing was modeled in two fashions,

extensive and reflexive, as defined in Emig's study (1971).

Perl found that the composing processes of the unskilled

college writers are recursive in nature, supporting the

findings of Metzger (1977) and Pianko and Rogers (1977) and

disputing the findings of Crowley (1977)* In describing the

recursive nature of the process, Perl (1979) wrote:

Careful study revealed that students wrote
by shuttling from the sense of what they
wanted to say forward to the words on the
page and back from the words on the page
to their intended meaning. This "back and
forth" movement appeared to be a recursive
feature: at one moment students were writing,
moving their ideas and their discourse forward;
at the next they were backtracking, rereading,
and digesting what had been writeen. (p. 330 )

Attitudes Toward Writing

Attitudes toward writing, if positive, can contribute to

the process of writing. Conversely, if the attitude toward
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writing is negative, the process can be blocked. The

particularly serious implication associated with negative

attitudes toward writing of prospective teachers is that

they may ignore or avoid writing instruction in their

classrooms. "The highly apprehensive individual finds

writing unrewarding. Consequently, he or she will avoid,

if possible, situations where writing is perceived as

required. Further, when unavoidably placed in such situations,

he or she will experience more than normal amounts of anxiety"

(Daly, 1979, p. 10).

The Nature of Writing Apprehension

Daly and Miller (1975a) termed the undue anxiety or

fear which characterizes some individuals' predisposition

toward actual or anticipated writing as "writing apprehension.

"

Writing apprehension, when considered an element of McCroskey's

(1979) rubric communication apprehension , results in numerous

deleterious effects.

The problem communicator is defined by Phillips (1968)

as one for whom anxiety about participation in communication

outweighs the projection of gain from the situation. The

problem communicator is cognizant of incapability to com-

municate effectively. "This awareness often pushes him to

seek occupations and activities that will spare him from

communicating, where his peers choose such activities on a

basis of interest or commitment without much concern for the

communication requirements" (Phillips, p. 40).
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The psychological implications of writing apprehension

were addressed by Shaughnessy (1977):

For the BW [basic writing^ student,
academic writing is a trap, not a way
of saying something to someone. The
spoken language, looping back and forth
between speakers, offering chances for
groping and backing up and even hiding,
leaving room for the language of hands
and faces, of pitch and pauses, is
generous and inviting. Next to this
rich orchestration, writing is but a
line that moves haltingly across the
page, exposing as it goes all that the
writer doesn't know, then passing into
the hands of a stranger who reads it
with a lawyer's eyes, searching for
flaws. (p. 7)

The Effects of Writing Apprehension

Writing apprehension is associated with the success,

expected and achieved, of students. Daly and Miller (1975b)

found that high writing apprehensives have lower success

expectations in present writing classes, judge themselves

to have been less successful in previous writing classes,

and are less likely to enroll in advanced courses requiring

writing than low writing apprehensives.

Classroom success, as predicted by teachers, is lower

for high apprehensive students than it is for low apprehensive

students (Daly, 1978). High apprehensives are less likely

to derive benefits of good grades than low apprehensives

on standardized comprehensive writing competency subtests

of punctuation, spelling, case, ad jectives-adverbs
, sentence

fragments, agreement, faulty references/pronouns, diction,
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and parallelism (Daly, 1979)* The written work of

high apprehensives receives lower ratings than the written

work of low apprehensives (Book, 1976).

Another effect of writing apprehension is associated

with oc cupational choice. Daly and Shamo (1976) reported

that high apprehensives choose occupations which they

perceive as demanding little writing. College majors and

career decisions are affected hy the requirements of writing

associated with them and the individual's writing apprehension.

The Self-account of Attitudes Toward Writing

Gundlach ( 1978 ) , in reviewing the case study methodology

of research on composing processes, supported the use of the

writer s self—account of attitudes toward and feelings experi-

enced during the various phases of composing. Writers' accounts

are uniquely valuable among the forms of available information

about the composing process in this regard" (p. 59 ).

Gundlach contended that the inner dimension of writing,

the mental aspect of the composing process, can best be

realized by what the writer says about personal attitudes

toward the writing; an observer's notes or documents left by

the writer as the writer works are useful, but what the writer

says about the experience provides the greatest insight into

the composer's attitude.
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Conclusion

The review of the literature reveals many investigations

of the composing processes of writers at various grade and

skill levels. In particular, the investigations of Emig

(1971), Graves (1973), Perl (1978), and Pianko and Rogers

(1977) typify the emergence of research in written composition

involving the direct observation and questioning of students

engaged in actual episodes of writing.

The focus of the research has been the observation of

school-related writing and the discernable behaviors, concerns

and attitudes accompanying it. Also comprising much of the

research has been the inclusion of the in-depth interview to

elicit historical concerns, attitudes, and experiences

associated with writing.

The composing process has been described as multi-

faceted, a process of both linear and recursive dimensions

with observable moments and elements (Britton et al.
, 1975;

Emig, 1971 ; Perl, 1978; Pianko and Rogers, 1977). Contri-

buting to the composing process are the writer's sense of

audience for whom a given piece of writing is intended, the

mode of the writing, and the writer's attitude (Britton et al.

,

1975; Brozick, 1976; Emig, 1971 ; Graves, 1973; Pianko and

Rogers, 1977).

Particular attention to Pianko and Rogers’ (1977) inves-

tigation of the composing processes of college level writers
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led to the present study. Subjects in Pianko and Rogers'

investigation were identified, based upon their enrollment

in traditional or remedial English classes, observed as

they wrote on assigned topics in simulated classroom con-

ditions, and interviewed. Significant differences between

the behaviors, concerns, and attitudes related to writing

of the two class status groups were disclosed. The inves-

tigators concluded that the composing processes of the

remedial writers were underdeveloped. It was suggested

that innovative methods for developing the remedial writers'

processes be brought to the classroom.

Following the lead of Pianko and Rogers (1977), the

present study attempted to differentiate the behaviors,

concerns, and attitudes associated with writing of prospec-

tive early childhood/elementary teachers identified as good

writers and poor writers and to propose implications for a

treatment program for the poor writers, based upon those

differences

.

The review of the literature on attitudes toward writing

reflects critical implications concerning prospective teachers

whose self-accounts reveal apprehension. Writing apprehension

has been defined as undue anxiety or fear characteristic of

some individuals' predisposition toward actual or anticipated

writing (Daly and Miller, 19753-) • High apprehensives
'
per-

ceptions of success in their past and present writing experi-

ences are lower than those of low apprehensives (Daly and
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Miller, 1975^). Besides the negative perceptions associated

with writing by high apprehensives
, Daly (1979) reported

that "those with high apprehension about writing select

academic subjects and jobs which they perceive as having

significantly lower writing requirements" (p. 10).

The present study, therefore, sought to explore the

attitudes toward writing of the subjects to determine if

an attitude difference between the good writers and the

poor writers exists.



CHAPTER III
PROCEDURES

The present study investigated the composing processes,

concerns, attitudes, and past experiences associated with

writing of 12 prospective teachers enrolled in preparatory

programs, ECEP and CEP, at the University of Florida. Six

students who had been identified as good writers and six

students who had been identified as poor writers were the

subjects for the study. Each subject wrote four compositions

and participated in an interview during the five—weeks study.

Quantitative and qualitative outcome variables associated

with the subjects' writing processes were measured by the

investigator by means of the direct observation and video-

taping of the subjects' writing behavior during each of the

four writing episodes and by the analysis of the subjects'

responses to questions asked after each episode and during

a final interview session. The data derived from the inves-

tigation were analyzed to determine if significant differences

existed between the good writers and the poor writers. Sug-

gestions for treatment of the poor writers were then offered.

The purpose of Chapter II is to detail the procedures followed

in the investigation.

31
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Selection of Subjects

Permission to conduct the investigation of the

composing processes of ECEP and CEP students was granted

hy the chairman of the General Teacher Education department

in the College of Education at the University of Florida.

Subjects were selected on the basis of a holistic scoring

process in which the assigned compositions of all first

quarter ECEP and CEP students of the fall 1979 program were

read by at least two of the five readers from the ECEP/CEP

language arts faculty. Each composition was judged on

the criteria established by the Educational Testing Service

(ETS) for holistic scoring:

The basic assumptions of the holistic
reading are that each of the factors
involved in writing skill is related
to all the others and that no one
factor can be separated from the others.
Readers must judge each essay as a
whole; they must read each paper for
the impression its totality makes . . .

If readers read each paper as a whole

,

then, they are better able to judge
the competence of the writer. (ETS,
1976, p. 2)

Two faculty readers assigned each composition a score,

ranging from 1 to 6, where 1 represented the least competent

and 6 represented the most competent of the products in the

group read. When the two readers were more than two points

apart, a third rater's score was used to reconcile the

difference. A net score of 2 to 12 (the combined scores

given by the two readers) was determined for each product.
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A total of 111 compositions were assessed by the

readers. It had been predetermined by the readers that

a net score of 11 or 12 and a net score of 2 or 3 would

serve as the criteria for the identification of the good

writers and the poor writers, respectively. A distribution

of the scores assigned to the first quarter students'

writing (see Appendix A) revealed the identification of

15 good writers and 11 poor writers in the population.

Those ECEP and CEP students whose compositions were

judged to be of good quality (a net score of 11 or 12, as

predetermined by the readers) represented the good writers'

group. The good writers were asked to volunteer to parti-

cipate in the investigation. The good writers received a

letter (see Appendix B) outlining the intent of the inves-

tigation and benefits to be derived from volunteering to

participate in the study. Six of the 15 students identified

as good writers agreed to participate.

Those ECEP and CEP students whose compositions were

judged to be of poor quality (a net score of 2 or 3, as

predetermined by the readers) represented the poor writers'

group. The poor writers were asked to participate in the

investigation in lieu of attending a remedial writing labora-

tory. Of the 11 students identified as poor writers, three

withdrew from ECEP/CEP, one chose to attend the writing

laboratory, and one refused to participate in the study.

Six of the 11 students identified as poor writers agreed

to participate.
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A total of 12 subjects, six good writers and six

poor writers, thus comprised the population.

Data Collection

The investigation included three major components:

(1) the direct observation of the 12 students, representing

good writers and poor writers of a population of early

childhood and elementary teacher candidates, as they

engaged in four composing experiences, writing on career-

related topics (see Appendix F), (2) the analysis of the

subjects responses to questions asked by the researcher about

the general attitudes prevailing during each writing episode

(see Appendix C), and (3) the analysis of the subjects'

responses to an in-depth interview (see Appendix D), con-

ducted by the researcher at a fifth session, to ascertain

the subjects' past and present concerns, attitudes, and

experiences in composing. A step-by-step procedure was

followed by the researcher in the investigations (see

Appendix E) to insure consistency in the data collection.

A two-hour time block was reserved for each writer

during each week of the investigation. Each subject met

individually with the researcher and was directly observed

for each episode of the study. In addition, each session

was videotaped. Over the course of the first four weeks

of the study, each subject wrote on four assigned topics

(see Appendix F). The topics selected by three College of
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Education faculty and the investigator were intended to

approximate actual tasks of career-related writing in

which early childhood and elementary teachers engage.

General directions (see Appendix F) accompanied each topic.

A minimum word length of 200 was requested for each of the

four writings. The writers were informed that the writing

must be completed within the two-hour reserved time block.

In order to provide a relevant context for the teacher

candidates' writing, the subjects were asked to assume

the roles of early childhood or elementary teachers as they

addressed the topics.

A variety of pens, pencils, and paper was available

for the subjects' use. A dictionary was likewise available.

One topic was assigned to each writer during each weekly

time block. In order to discourage discussion among the

subjects about the topics, the topics were presented in

random order, thus diminishing the possibility of pre-

episode planning and/or writing. Immediately following

each writing session, questions (see Appendix C) developed

from Pianko and Rogers' (1977) investigations were asked

of the writers by the researcher. At the fifth session,

each subject was interviewed by the researcher from a

questionnaire (see Appendix D) developed from Pianko and

Rogers' (1977) investigation.
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Observations of the writers yielded data on the

following quantitative variables:

Prewriting time
Composing time
Rate of composing
Rereading time
Revisions
Pauses
Drafts
Dictionary uses
Rescannings

(minutes

)

(minutes

)

(words per minute)
(minutes

)

(number

)

(number

)

(number

)

(number

)

(number

)

Immediately after each observation of writing, the

following qualitative variables, determined from the subjects'

responses to questions following the episode were assessed:

Planning behavior
Attitude toward writing
Stylistic concerns
Consideration of purpose
Knowledge of ideas
Writersy concerns:

getting across ideas
mechanics and usage
diction

(mental or written)
(positive or negative)
(none or some)
(none or some)
(none or some

)

(yes or no

)

(yes or no)
(yes or no)

A data collection guide (see Appendix G) was marked for each

subject during each observation of composing.

The following qualitative variables were assessed during

the in-depth interview:

Importance for writing:
for communication
for self-expression

Self-initiated writing
School-related writing
Writing done by family

and friends
Usual prewriting time
Need for special

writing place
Satisfaction with products
Sense of completion

(yes or no)
(yes or no)
(none, minimal, some, much)
(none, minimal, some, much)

(none, minimal, some, much)
(minimal, some, much)

(never, sometimes, usually)
(never, sometimes, usually,
always

)
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After the variables associated with the writing

episodes, the questions following the episodes, and the

interview were first recorded, the data were verified a

second time by the researcher and another individual.

This procedure was followed to insure consistency in the

measurements of the outcome variables.



CHAPTER IV
ANALYSIS AND INTERPRETATION OF THE DATA

After the data were collected and compiled, as

described in Chapter III, each hypothesis was tested.

This chapter will present the basis for the acceptance

or rejection of each hypothesis and interpret the findings.

Hypothesis I

There is no difference between the good writers' and

the poor writers behaviors which shape their composing

processes

.

A. There is no difference between the good writers'
and the poor writers' prewriting times.

B. There is no difference between the good writers'
and the poor writers' composing times.

C. There is no difference between the good writers'
and the poor writers' rates of composing.

D. There is no difference between the good writers'
and the poor writers' rereading times.

E. There is no difference between the good writers'
and the poor writers' number of revisions.

F. There is no difference between the good writers'
and the poor writers' number of pauses.

38
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G. There is no difference between the good writers'
and the poor writers' number of drafts.

H. There is no difference between the good writers'
and the poor writers' number of dictionary uses.

I. There is no difference between the good writers'
and the poor writers' number of rescannings.

Each of the nine quantitative outcome variables (prewriting

time, composing time, rate of composing, rereading time,

number of revisions, number of pauses, number of drafts,

number of dictionary uses, and number of rescannings)

comprising Hypothesis I which shapes the composing processes

of the writers was subjected to a Statistical Analysis

System (Helwig, 1978) computer program analysis of variance

with repeated measures. The statistical analysis computed

the F-ratio for each of the nine variables, and the acceptance

or rejection of each hypothesis was thus determined.

The tables which follow (see Tables 1-9) present the

summaries of the analysis of variance procedure computed

for each of the nine quantitative outcome variables associated

with Hypothesis I. In each table, Group refers to good

writers/poor writers; Topic , the four writing topics; Group X

Topic , the interaction between group and topic; ID (Group

)

.

the individual subject within the group. A statement of the

acceptance or rejection of the null hypothesis is given at

the bottom of each table. Table 10 presents the group means

and grand mean for each of the nine variables. Interpretations

follow Table 10. The mean and the standard deviation computed

for each outcome variable, categorized by writing topic, are

presented in Appendix H.
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Hypothesis I

A. There is no difference between the good writers'
and the poor writers' prewriting times.

TABLE 1

PREWRITING TIME: ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE
OF GOOD WRITERS AND POOR WRITERS

Source of
Variation df ss MS F

Group 1 1.7633 1.7633 1.74

Topic 3 1.7438 O.58I3 3.62

Group X Topic 3 0.3119 0.1039 0.65

ID (Group) 10 10.1056 0.0106

Error 30 4.8232 0.1608

p >.10 Do not reject Hypothesis A.

The F-ratio of 1.74 indicates there is no

significant difference between the good writers' and the

poor writers' prewriting times.



Hypothesis I

B. There is no difference between the good writers'
and the poor writers' composing times.

TABLE 2

COMPOSING TIME: ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE
OF GOOD WRITERS AND POOR WRITERS

Source of
Variation df ss MS F

Group 1 3509.7750 3509.7750 2.51

Topic 3 529.9854 176.6618 1.19

Group X Topic 3 55.1138 18.3713 0.12

ID ( Group

)

10 14002.1041 1400.2104

Error 30 4439.1457 147.9715

£>•1° Do not reject Hypothesis B.

The F-ratio of 2.51 indicates there is no

significant difference between the good writers' and the

poor writers' composing times.
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Hypothesis I

C. There is no difference between the good writers'
and the poor writers' rates of composing.

TABLE 3

RATE OF COMPOSING: ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE
OF GOOD WRITERS AND POOR WRITERS

Source of
Variation df SS MS F

Group 1 1 .9080 1.9080 0.03

Topic 3 83.8459 27.9486 2.54

Group X Topic 3 24.4437 8.1479 0.74

ID (Group) 10 615.2174 61.5217

Error 30 330.3541 11.0118

p > . 10 Do not reject Hypothesis C.

The F-ratio of 0.03 indicates there is no

significant difference between the good writers' and the

poor writers' rates of composing.
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Hypothesis I

D. There is no difference "between the good writers'
and the poor writers' rereading times.

TABLE 4

REREADING TIME: ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE
OF GOOD WRITERS AND POOR WRITERS

Source of
Variation df ss MS F

Group 1 25.9749 25.9749 0.25

Topic 3 9.9095 3.3032 O .38

Group X Topic 3 5.3162 1.7721 0.20

ID ( Group

)

10 1024.4952 102.4495

Error 30 261.2846 8.7095

p^.10 Do not reject Hypothesis D.

The F-ratio of 0.25 indicates there is no

significant difference between the good writers' and the

poor writers' rereading times.
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Hypothesis I

E. There is no difference between the good writers'
and the poor writers' number of revisions.

TABLE 5

NUMBER OF REVISIONS: ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE
OF GOOD WRITERS AND POOR WRITERS

Source of
Variation df ss MS F

Group 1 2310.1875 2310. 1875 1.25

Topic 3 1474.0625 491.3541 1.72

Group X Topic 3 630.7292 210.2431 0.74

ID (Group) 10 18445.0417 1844.5042

Error 30 8565.4583 285.5515

p}.10 Do not reject Hypothesis E.

The F-ratio of 1.25 indicates there is no

significant difference between the good writers' and the

poor writers' number of revisions.
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Hypothesis I

F. There is no difference between the good writers'
and the poor writers' number of pauses.

TABLE 6

NUMBER OF PAUSES: ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE
OF GOOD WRITERS AND POOR WRITERS

Source of
Variation df ss MS F

Group 1 6052.5208 6052.5208 1.71

Topic 3 934.7292 311.5764 1.11

Group X Topic 3 682.8958 227.6319 0.81

ID ( Group

)

10 35^4.7083 3544.7708

Error 30 8405. 1250 280.1708

p> .10 Do not reject Hypothesis F.

The F-ratio of 1.71 indicates there is no

significant difference between the good writers' and the

poor writers' number of pauses.
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Hypothesis I

G. There is no difference between the good writers'
and poor writers' number of drafts.

TABLE 7

NUMBER OF DRAFTS: ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE
OF GOOD WRITERS AND POOR WRITERS

Source of
Variation df SS MS F

Group 1 4.0833 4.0833 6.54*

Topic 3 0.2500 0. 0833 0.83

Group X Topic 3 0.2500 O.O833 O .83

ID ( Group

)

10 6.3333 0.6333

Error 30 3.0000 0.1000

*p < . 10 Do reject Hypothesis G at .03 level of significance

The F-ratio of 6.54 indicates there is a

significant difference between the good writers' and the

poor writers' number of drafts.
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Hypothesis I

H. There is no difference between the good writers'
and the poor writers' number of dictionary uses.

TABLE 8

NUMBER OF DICTIONARY USES: ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE
OF GOOD WRITERS AND POOR WRITERS

Source of
Variation df ss MS F

Group 1 40.3333 40.3333 1.72

Topic 3 11.4167 3.8056 1.31

Group X Topic 3 17.1667 5.7222 1.98

ID ( Group

)

10 234. O833 23.4083

Error 30 86.9167 2.8972

p> .10 Do not reject Hypothesis H.

The F-ratio of 1.72 indicates there is no

significant difference between the good writers' and the

poor writers' number of dictionary uses.
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Hypothesis I

I. There is no difference between the good writers'
and the poor writers number of rescannings.

TABLE 9

NUMBER OF RESCANNINGS: ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE
OF GOOD WRITERS AND POOR WRITERS

Source of
Variation df SS MS F

Group 1 30957.5208 30957.5208 3 - 22*

Topic 3 2287.8958 762.6319 0.41

Group X Topic 3 2257.7291 752-5763 0.41

ID (Group) 10 96143.0417 9614.3042

Error 30 55318.1250 1843.9375

*p = .10 Do reject Hypothesis I at .10 level of significance

The F-ratio of 3-22 indicates there is a

significant difference between the good writers' and the

poor writers' number of rescannings.
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TABLE 10

HYPOTHESIS I:
MEANS OF OUTCOME VARIABLES

Outcome
Variable

Good
Writers

Poor
Writers

Grand
Mean

Prewriting time
(minutes

)

0.80 1.18 0.99

Composing time
(minutes)

45.73 28.63 37.18

Rate of composing
(words per minute)

9.39 9.79 9.59

Rereading time
(minutes)

6.43 4.95 5.69

Revisions
(number

)

38.67 24.79 31.73

Pauses
(number

)

47.21 24.75 35-98

Drafts
(number)

1 . 58* 1.00 1.29

Dictionary uses
(number

)

2.71 0.87 1.79

Rescannings
(number)

70 . 08** 19.29 44.69

* Significant at the . 03 level

Significant at the .10 level
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Interpretation of the Data: Hypothesis I

Two dimensions of significant difference were revealed
by the analysis of variance procedure on the nine quantitative
outcome variables. Number of drafts (p< . 03 ) and number of

re scannings (p = . 10 ) were significantly different between

the two groups of writers (see Tables 7 and 9, respectively).

The good writers* number of drafts averaged I .58 per writing
episode, compared to just one draft per episode written by
the poor writers. Good writers rescanned their writing

70.08 times during each writing episode, while poor writers

rescanned 19.29 times per episode.

Because the good writers wrote more drafts and rescanned

their work more frequently than did the poor writers, it

can be assumed that the good writers devoted more attention

to reflection of what they had written than did the poor

writers. The act of producing a final product from a rough

draft or several rough drafts and frequent rescanning of

the draft (s) permitted the good writers greater opportunity

than that afforded to the poor writers to contemplate what

had been written. The greater opportunity for reformulation

or confirmation of the written discourse was thus available

for the writers who made more than one draft and who often

rescanned. The significant differences in the number of

drafts and number of rescannings support the contentions of

Perl (1978) and Pianko (1979) that the composing processes

of unskilled writers are not fully developed and the findings
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of Stallard (1974) that less 111116 is spent; by average

writers than good writers in contemplating the product.

Prewriting time , that time which elapsed from the

moment the assignment was received until the first word

was written, was brief for both groups of writers. The

mean time spent in prewriting was 0,99 minutes. Research

conducted by Emig (1971), Pianko and Rogers (1977), and

Brozick (1976) confirms the brief duration and restricted

nature of prewriting associated with school—related com-

position. Good writers spent less time than poor writers

in prewriting (0.80 and 1.18 minutes, respectively), but

the difference was insignificant (see Table 1), unlike

the significant difference determined by Pianko and Rogers

(1977) in which traditional English class college writers

spent more time than remedial English class writers, and

Stallard (1974) who reported that good writers spent more

time than average writers in prewriting.

Composing time , that time which elapsed from the moment

the first word was written until the product was completed,

was not significantly different between the groups of

writers (see Table 2). However, the good writers' 17.10

additional minutes spent in composing indicate a trend for

the variable, corroborating the findings of Stallard (1974)

and Pianko and Rogers (1977). Although the subjects were

allowed two hours in which to complete each of four products,

the mean time spent for each episode (prewriting time and

composing time combined) was 38*17 minutes (see Appendix I).
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The lack of commitment of the writers to school-related

writing which is suggested in the data supports the research

of Emig ( 1971 ), Stallard (1974), and Pianko and Rogers (1977).

The rate of composing , determined by dividing the

number of words in the final product by the composing time,

was nearly the same for both groups, 9.39 and 9.79 words

per minute for the good writers and the poor writers, re-

spectively. The difference in length of final product

should be noted: Good writers wrote 326.96 words per final

product, and the poor writers wrote 225. 71 words per final

product (see Appendix J). Taking into account the good

writers' significantly greater number of drafts and re-

scannings, as well as their greater number of revisions,

pauses, dictionary uses, and the greater amount of time

devoted to rereading than that of the poor writers, the rate

of composing activity was probably greater than that of the

poor writers. Pianko and Rogers (1977) made a similar

assumption. Table 3 presents the summary of the analysis

of variance for the rate of composing.

A trend is indicated for the quantitative variable of

rereading time , that time which elapsed during the rereading

of the product from top to bottom, including revisions.

Good writers spent 1.47 minutes more than poor writers in

rereading. The number of revisions , pauses . and dictionary

uses also suggest trends. Good writers made 13.89 more
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revisions, paused nearly twice as often, and used the

dictionary over three times more frequently than the

poor writers. Good writers studied by Stallard (1974)

and Pianko and Rogers ( 1977 ) exhibited behaviors analogous

to the present study's good writers regarding their numbers

of revisions and pauses. Although no statistically signi-

ficant differences were determined for the variables of

rereading time and numbers of revisions, pauses, and

dictionary uses (Tables 4, 5, 6, and 8, respectively), it

is proposed that the greater ability of the good writers

to reflect upon what had been written is a trend indicated

m the data. These trends complement the significant dif-

ferences of number of drafts and rescannings, combining to

characterize the good writers' more mature composing processes

which separate them from the poor writers.

Hypothesis II

There is no difference between the good writers' and

the poor writers' concerns, attitudes and past experiences

related to writing.

A. There is no difference between the good writers'
and the poor writers' planning behaviors.

B. There is no difference between the good writers'and the poor writers’ attitude toward the writing.

C. There is no difference between the good writers'
and the poor writers' stylistic concerns.

D. There is no difference between the good writers'and the poor writers' consideration of purpose.
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E. There is no difference between the good writers'
and the poor writers' knowledge of ideas prior
to writing.

F. There is no difference between the good writers'
and the poor writers' concerns for getting across
ideas

.

G. There is no difference between the good writers'
and the poor writers' concerns for mechanics and
usage

.

H. There is no difference between the good writers'
and the poor writers' concerns for diction.

I. There is no difference between the good writers'
and the poor writers' beliefs of importance for
writing as communication.

J. There is no difference between the good writers'
and the poor writers' beliefs of importance for
writing as self-expression.

K. There is no difference between the good writers'
and the poor writers' amount of self-initiated
writing.

L. There is no difference between the good writers'
and the poor writers' amount of school-related
writing experiences.

M. There is no difference between the good writers'
and the poor writers' amount of writing done by-

family and friends.

N. There is no difference between the good writers'
and the poor writers' usual prewriting times.

O. There is no difference between the good writers'
and the poor writers' need for a special writing
place

.

P. There is no difference between the good writers'
and the poor writers' satisfaction with products.

Q. There is no difference between the good writers'
and the poor writers' sense of completion.
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Each of the qualitative outcome variables, A-J,

(planning behavior, attitude toward writing, stylistic

concern, consideration of purpose, knowledge of ideas,

concern for getting across ideas, concern for mechanics

and usage, concern for diction, belief of importance for

writing as communication
, and belief of importance for

writing as self-expression) which shapes the composing

processes of the writers and falls into one or the other

of two mutually exclusive classes was subjected to the

Fisher exact probability test (Siegel, 1955). Significance

levels of p, available in reference tables up to the .05

level, determined the significance of the variables and,

thus, provided the basis for the acceptance or rejection

of each hypothesis associated with the variables. Con-

tingency tables for the Fisher exact probability test

are presented for each writing topic (see Tables 11-20).

The remaining qualitative outcome variables, K-Q,

(amount of self-initiated writing, amount of school-

related writing experience, amount of writing done by

family and friends, usual prewriting time, need for a special

writing place, satisfaction with products, and sense of com-

pletion) which shape the composing process and fall into

one of three or more classes were subjected to the Kolmogorov-

Smirnov two-sample test, in which evidence for the acceptance

or rejection of the hypothesis associated with the variable

is based upon the largest observed deviation between two
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cumulative distributions (Siegel, 1956, p. 128). Signi-

ficance levels of p, as in the Fisher test, were available

in reference tables up to the .05 level. Tables 21-27

present the Kolmogorov-Smirnov two-sample test cumulative

distributions. In Tables 21-27, ratios representing the

cumulative distributions are presented for each group.

The denominator of the ratio, in each case, is 6: the

number of subjects in each group. The numerator of the

ratio is the cumulative count for the class. The deviation

between the two ratios is presented.
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Hypothesis II

A. There is no difference between the good writers'
and the poor writers' planning behavior.

TABLE 11

PLANNING BEHAVIOR: FISHER EXACT PROBABILITY TEST

Topic 1 Mental Written Total

Good Writers 5 1 6

Poor Writers 4 2 6

Total 9 3 12

Tonic 2 Mental Written Total

Good Writers 5 1 6

Poor Writers 5 1 6

Total 10 2 12

Topic 3 Mental Written Total

Good Writers 5 1 6

Poor Writers 6 0 6

Total 11 1 12

Topic 4 Mental Written Total

Good Writers 5 1 6

Poor Writers 5 1 6

Total 10 2 12

£> .05 Do not reject Hypothesis k. There is no significant

difference between the good writers' and the poor writers'

planning behavior.
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Hypothesis II

B. There is no difference between the good writers'
and the poor writers' attitude toward the writing.

TABLE 12

ATTITUDE TOWARD WRITING: FISHER EXACT PROBABILITY TEST

Tonic 1 Positive Negative Total

Good Writers 5 1 6

Poor Writers 5 1 6

Total 10 2 12

Topic 2 Positive Negative Total

Good Writers 6 0 6

Poor Writers 3 3 6

Total 9 3 12

Topic 3 Positive Negative Total

Good Writers 6 0 6

Poor Writers 6 0 6

Total 12 0 12

Topic 4 Positive Negative Total

Good Writers 6 0 6

Poor Writers 5 1 6

Total 11 1 12

p> .05 Do not reject Hypothesis B. There is no significant

difference between the good writers' and the poor writers'

attitude toward the writing.
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Hypothesis II

C. There is no difference between the good writers'
and the poor writers' stylistic concerns.

TABLE 13

STYLISTIC CONCERNS: FISHER EXACT PROBABILITY TEST

Topic 1 None Some Total

Good Writers 0 6 6

Poor Writers 1 5 6

. Total 1 11 12

Topic 2 None Some Total

Good Writers 1 5 6

Poor Writers 1 5 6

Total 2 10 12

Topic 3 None Some Total

Good Writers 1 5 6

Poor Writers 3 3 6

Total 4 T-

12

Topic 4 None Some Total

Good Writers 2 4 6

Poor Writers 2 4 6

Total 4 8 12

p>> .05 Do not reject Hypothesis C. There is no significant

difference between the good writers' and the poor writers'

stylistic concerns.
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Hypothesis II

D. There is no difference between the good writers'
and the poor writers' consideration of purpose.

TABLE 14

CONSIDERATION OF PURPOSE: FISHER EXACT PROBABILITY TEST

Topic 1 None Some Total

Good Writers 0 6 6

Poor Writers 1 5 6

Total 1 11 12

Topic 2 None Some Total

Good Writers 0 6 6

Poor Writers 1 5 6

Total 1 11 12

Topic 3 None Some Total

Good Writers 0 6 6

Poor Writers 1 5 6

Total 1 11 12

Topic 4 None Some Total

Good Writers 2 4 6

Poor Writers 3 3 6

Total 5 7 12

p>.05 Do not reject Hypothesis D. There is no significant

difference between the good writers' and the poor writers'

consideration of purpose.
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Hypothesis II

E. There is no difference between the good writers' and
the poor writers' knowledge of ideas prior to writing.

TABLE 15

KNOWLEDGE OF IDEAS PRIOR TO WRITING:
FISHER EXACT PROBABILITY TEST

Topic 1 None Some Total

j Good Writers 4 2 6

Poor Writers 4 2 6

Total 8 4 12

Topic 2 None Some Total

Good Writers 4 2 6

Poor Writers 2 4 6

Total 6 6 12

Topic 3 None Some Total

Good Writers 4 2 6

Poor Writers 4 2 6

Total 8 4 12

Topic 4 None Some Total

Good Writers 3 3 6

Poor Writers 5 1 6

Total 8 4 12

p ^.05 Do not reject Hypothesis E. There is no significant

difference between the good writers' and the poor writers'

knowledge of ideas prior to writing.
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Hypothesis II

F. There is no difference between the good writers' and
the poor writers' concerns for getting across ideas.

TABLE 16

CONCERN FOR GETTING ACROSS IDEAS:
FISHER EXACT PROBABILITY TEST

Topic 1 Yes No Total

Good Writers 5 1 6

Poor Writers 5 1 6

Total 10 2 12

Topic 2 Yes No Total

Good Writers 4 2 6

Poor Writers 4 2 6

Total 8 T~ 12

Topic 3 Yes No Total

Good Writers 6 0 6

Poor Writers 4 2 6

Total 10 2 12

Topic 4 Yes No Total

Good Writers 3 3 6

Poor Writers 3 3 6

Total 6 6 12

£>.05 Do not reject Hypothesis F. There is no signficiant

difference between the good writers' and the poor writers'

concerns for getting across ideas.
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Hypothesis II

G. There is no difference between the good writers' and
the poor writers' concerns for mechanics and usage.

TABLE 17

CONCERN FOR MECHANICS AND USAGE:
FISHER EXACT PROBABILITY TEST

Topic 1 Yes No Total

Good Writers 4 2 6

Poor Writers 5 1 6

Total 9 3 12

Topic 2 Yes No Total

Good Writers 4 2 6

Poor Writers 5 1 6

Total 9 3 12

Topic 3 Yes No Total

Good Writers 5 1 6

Poor Writers 6 0 6

Total 11 1 12

Topic 4 Yes No Total

Good Writers 4 2 6

Poor Writers 5 1 6

Total 9 3 12

p> .05 Do not reject Hypothesis G. There is no significant

difference between the good writers' and the poor writers'

concerns for mechanics and usage.
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Hypothesis II

H. There is no difference "between the good writers'
and the poor writers' concerns for diction.

TABLE 18

CONCERN FOR DICTION: FISHER EXACT PROBABILITY TEST

Topic 1 Yes No Total

Good Writers 5 1 6

Poor Writers 5 1 6

Total 10 2 12

Topic 2 Yes No Total

Good Writers 4 2 6

Poor Writers 5 1 6

Total 9 3 12

Topic 3 Yes No Total

Good Writers 3 3 6

Poor Writers 2 4 6

Total 5 7 12

Topic 4 Yes No Total

Good Writers 4 2 6

Poor Writers 2 4 6

Total 6 6 12

p y . 05 Do not reject Hypothesis H. There is no significant

difference "between the good writers' and the poor writers'

concerns for diction.
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Hypothesis II

I. There is no difference between the good writers'
and the poor writers' beliefs of importance for
writing as communication.

TABLE 19

IMPORTANCE FOR WRITING AS COMMUNICATION:
FISHER EXACT PROBABILITY TEST

Interview Yes No Total

Good Writers 6 0 6

Poor Writers 6 0 6

Total • 12 0 12

p> . 05 Do not reject Hypothesis I.

There is no significant difference between the

good writers' and the poor writers' beliefs of importance

for writing as communication.
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Hypothesis II

J. There is no difference between the good writers'
and the poor writers' beliefs of importance for
writing as self-expression.

TABLE 20

IMPORTANCE FOR WRITING AS SELF-EXPRESSION:
FISHER EXACT PROBABILITY TEST

Interview Yes No Total

Good Writers 5* 1 6

Poor Writers 0 6 6

Total • 5 7 12

*p<.05 Do reject Hypothesis J at .05 level of significance.

There is a significant difference between the good

writers' and the poor writers' beliefs of importance for

writing as self-expression.
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Hypothesis II

K. There is no difference between the good writers'
and the poor writers' amount of self-initiated
writing.

TABLE 21

SELF-INITIATED WRITING:
KOLMOGOROV-SMIRNOV TWO-SAMPLE TEST

None Minimal Some Much

Poor Writers Sr (X) 0 6 6
6
1 Z z Z

Good Writers Sr (X)
6
2

0 1

6
5
6

6
6

% (x) - s
6
2

(x) 0 1
6

1

6
0

p > . 05 Do not reject Hypothesis K .

There is no significant difference between the

good writers' and the poor writers' amount of self-initiated

writing.
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Hypothesis II

L. There is no difference between the good writers'
and the poor writers' amount of school-related
writing experience.

TABLE 22

SCHOOL-RELATED WRITING EXPERIENCE:
KOLMOGOROV-SMIRNOV TWO-SAMPLE TEST

Poor Writers S, (X)
6
1

Good Writers S^ (X)
°2

None Min imal Some Much

0

0

2
z

1

6 6

6

Z

6

6

S. (X) - S. (X)
2

0 1

6
2

6

0

p > . 05 Do not reject Hypothesis L.

There is no significant difference between the

good writers' and the poor writers' amount of school-

related writing experience.
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Hypothesis II

M. There is no difference between the good writers'
and the poor writers' amount of writing done by
family and friends.

TABLE 23

WRITING DONE BY FAMILY AND FRIENDS:
KOLMOGOROV-SMIRNOV TWO-SAMPLE TEST

None Minimal Some Much

Poor Writers S/ (X) 0 2 6 66
1 Z 6 Z

Good Writers S^ (X)
2

0 2
6

4
Z

6
Z

S
5

(X) - S, (X)
1 °2

0 0 2
z

0

p)>.05 Do not reject Hypothesis M.

There is no significant difference between the

good writers' and the poor writers' amount of writing

done by family and friends.
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Hypothesis II

N. There is no difference between the good writers'
and the poor writers' usual prewriting times.

TABLE 24

USUAL PREWRITING TIME:
K0LM0G0R0V-SMIRN0V TWO-SAMPLE TEST

Poor Writers S K (X)
6
1

Good Writers (X)
6
2

Minimal Some Much

4
6

4
Z

5
6

6
Z

6
Z

s7 (x) - s, (JY~
6
i

6
2

0 0 0

p > .05 Do not reject Hypothesis N.

There is no significant difference between the

good writers' and the poor writers' usual prewriting times.
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Hypothesis II

0. There is no difference "between the good writers'
and the poor writers' need for a special writing
place

.

TABLE 25

NEED FOR A SPECIAL WRITING PLACE:
K0LM0G0R0V-SMIRN0V TWO-SAMPLE TEST

Never Sometimes Usually

Poor Writers S, (X) 2 3 6
6
i 6 6 Z

Good Writers S,- (X) 2 2 6
6
2 Z Z Z

s7 (x) - s. [TT6
1

6
2

1

Z
1

z
0

p> .05 Do not reject Hypothesis 0.

There is no significant difference between the

good writers' and the poor writers' need for a special

writing place.
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Hypothesis II

P. There is no difference between the good writers'
and the poor writers' satisfaction with products.

TABLE 26

SATISFACTION WITH PRODUCTS:
KOLMOGOROV-SMIRNOV TWO-SAMPLE TEST

Never Sometimes Usually Always

Poor Writers S^ (X) 0 6 6 66
1 6 6 6

Good Writers S/- (X) 0 0 5.

6b
2 6 6

s7 (x) - s, nrr
6
1

6
2

0 l 0
6 6

*B<.0.5 Do reject Hypothesis Pat .01 level of significance

.

There is a significant difference between the

good writers' and the poor writers' satisfaction with products.
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Hypothesis II

Q. There is no difference between the good writers'
and the poor writers' sense of completion.

TABLE 27

SENSE OF COMPLETION:
KOLMOGOROV-SMIRNOV TWO-SAMPLE TEST

Never Sometimes Usually Always

Poor Writers S^ (X) 0 2 6 6
6
1 6 z z

Good Writers S^ (X) 0 1 5 6
6
2 Z * Z

s; (x) - s, jjv 0 1 1 0
6
1

6
2 z z

p> .05 Do not reject Hypothesis Q.

There is no significant difference between the

good writers' and the poor writers' sense of completion.
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Interpretation of the Data: Hypothesis II

None of the qualitative outcome variables associated

with the episode follow-up questions, those inquiries made

immediately after each writing experience, was determined

to be significantly different for the two groups of writers.

For the outcome variables associated with the four writing

episodes (planning behavior, attitude twoard writing,

stylistic concerns, consideration of purpose, knowledge of

ideas, and concerns for getting across ideas, mechanics

and usage, and diction) no apparent trends were observed

in the analyses of the writers' responses.

Planning behavior for 40 of the 48 writing episodes

was mental (see Table 11). On the eight occasions when

written plans were made, a single good writer accounted

for four of the written plans, and two poor writers ac-

counted for the remaining four written plans. The greater

frequency of mental planning than written planning by the

subjects is supported by the research (Sawkins, 1971;

Stallard, 1974; Pianko and Rogers, 1 977).

The attitude toward the writing was overwhelmingly

positive (see Table 12). Just six of the 48 episodes were

regarded in negative terms, and five of the six negative

responses were given by the poor writers, unlike the almost

even split of positive and negative attitudes toward writing

between traditional and remedial writers found by Pianko
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and Rogers (1977). Perhaps, like Stiles' (1977) remedial

writers, the poor writers' generally positive attitudes

toward the writing episodes in the present study is

indicative of their perception that improvement in their

writing will he of personal benefit later in their lives.

Stylistic concerns , the concern for paragraph order

and development, were much the same for both groups of

writers (see Table 13). The subjects indicated stylistic

concerns on 37 of the 48 composition occasions. In contrast,

Pianko and Rogers (1977) found that traditional writers'

indications of stylistic concerns significantly exceeded

those of' remedial writers. Seven of the 11 instances in

the present study in which no stylistic concerns were re-

ported were attributed to the poor writers.

Consideration of -purpose , concern for a clear purpose

in the writing, was consistently reported by the subjects

(40 of 48 occasions). In Pianko and Rogers* (1977) inves-

tigation, however, over half of the remedial writers

indicated no consideration of purpose. In the present study,

of the eight responses suggesting no consideration of purpose,

six were attributed to the group of poor writers (see Table 14).

A wider distribution for knowledge of ideas prior to

writing occurred than for any of the other qualitative

variables associated with the four writing sessions, but

the differences were not great enough to be determined

significant (see Table 15). In the majority of the cases
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(30 of 48), the writers did not have a specific set of

ideas in mind before they began writing, corroborating

the findings of Pianko and Rogers (1977) and Sawkins

(1971)* On the 18 occasions when the writers indicated

knowledge of ideas prior to writing, the frequency was

split between the good writers and the poor writers.

Writers' concerns for getting across ideas, mechanics

and usage, and diction varied somewhat between the groups.

Concern for getting across ideas was reported on 34 oc-

casions (see Table 16); concern for mechanics and usage

on 38 occasions (see Table 17); and, concern for diction

on 30 occasions (see Table 18), contrasted to Pianko and

Rogers' (1977) study in which approximately half of the

writers were concerned with getting across ideas and one-

fourth of the writers were concerned with aspects of

mechanics, usage, and diction. In the present study, 75%

of the good writers, compared to 67% of the poor writers,

reported concern for getting across ideas. Concern for

mechanics and usage was registered by 71 %> of the good

writers and 87%> of the poor writers. The fact that poor

writers, more than good writers, registered concern for

mechanics and usage may indicate that such concern "gets

in the way" for the poor writers. Concern for diction was

reported by 67 %> of the good writers and 5%%> of the poor

writers

.
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The similarity of the good writers' and the poor

writers' concerns and attitudes associated with the

writing episodes is not surprising when Sawkins' (1971)

conclusion is considered: Fluency in discussing the process

of writing does not necessarily reflect the quality of the

individual's written product. The college level writers

investigated in the present study demonstrated considerable

talent in articulating their perceptions of writing. The

poor writers displayed, in several instances, amazing

ability to analyze and discuss their processes. Because

the poor writers may have received criticism about their

performance in writing ability throughout their years of

schooling and were conscious of their identification as

ECEP/CEP students needing assistance with their composition

skills, it is conceivable that the poor writers acknowledged

positive attitudes, stylistic concern, consideration of

purpose, knowledge of ideas, and concerns for getting across

ideas, mechanics, usage, and diction in the episode follow-

up questions because they assumed such attitudes and concerns

were expected of them.

Another point to consider in examining the similarity of

the two groups in regard to the concerns and attitudes as-

sociated with the four writing episodes is that the 12

subjects who comprised the investigation were selected from

a special population of college level students, early

childhood and elementary teacher candidates. As members of
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such a population, the subjects in the study may have

received from their career-related course work and on-

going student teaching experiences information and

concerns about composition which other college level

students might not have had the opportunity to absorb.

Thus, the influence of the ECEP/CEP variables, combined

with the poor writers' knowledge of their identification

as students needing assistance in improving their writing,

may have accounted for the good writers' and the poor

writers' tendencies to respond in like fashion.

Holistic scoring, as the basis for the identification

of the good writers and the poor writers in the investigation,

also may have contributed to the similarity of the subjects'

responses related to concerns and attitudes associated with

the four writing episodes. By its nature, holistic scoring

provides for a range of scores within any set of papers

judged; that is, among any set of compositions, scores will

reflect the distribution of quality among that set. The

holistic scorer is thus forced to assess quality in writing

on the basis of comparison of performance within the group

of papers to be read, not by some predetermined criterion

of excellence. Therefore, it is possible that the good

writers and the poor writers identified from the holistic

scoring procedure might have been otherwise identified and/

or the performance of the writers might have been measured

in a more homogeneous fashion if another method for

identification of good and poor writers had been employed.
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Similarities between the findings from the in-depth

interviews in the present study and Pianko and Rogers'

(1977) study are but few. Regarding the inquiries made

during the in-depth interview at the fifth session of the

study, two of the qualitative outcome variables, belief of

importance for writing as self-expression (p^ .05) and

satisfaction with products (p< .01), were found to be

significantly different between the two groups of writers

(see Tables 20 and 26, respectively). Five of the six

subjects comprising the group of good writers indicated

self-expression as an important reason for writing; none

of the poor writers mentioned such a reason for writing.

All of the subjects in the investigation indicated a belief

of importance for writing as communication (see Table 19).

Satisfaction with products also resulted as a dimension

of significant difference between the groups. None of the

poor writers reported satisfaction as more than a "sometimes"

occurrence. Good writers, on the other hand, reported their

satisfaction with products as "usually” or "always." In

contrast, Pianko and Rogers (1977) found that 40 of the

remedial writers "always" felt their products were complete

and none of the traditional writers indicated such a belief.

The amount of self- initiated writing , the amount of

school-related writing experiences , and the amount of writing

done by family and friends reported by the two groups of

writers did not vary significantly (see Tables 21, 22, and
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23 » respectively). Letter writing to family and friends

typified the self-initiated writing of the subjects.

Several of the good writers commented that the structure

of ECEP/CEP was such that time to devote to any other

writing except that related to their course work was

scarce. The trend of the good writers' greater amount

of self- initiated writing than that of the poor writers

was noted and supported by Pianko and Rogers (1977). Of

the good writers in the present investigation, 82$ indicated

"some" or "much" self-initiated writing, contrasted to 33$

of the poor writers who reported "some" self- initiated

writing. None of the poor writers indicated "much" self-

initiated writing.

No discernable trends were observed for the amount of

school-related writing experiences or the amount of writing

done by family and friends. When interviewed, nearly all

the subjects indicated a great amount of required writing

at the college level, but the amount of writing done in

elementary and secondary school experiences varied. The

overall amount of school-related writing and writing done

by family and friends of the good writers slightly exceeded

that of the poor writers. Similar findings were reported

by Pianko and Rogers (1977). In the present study, for

the amount of school-related writing, the percentage of

responses for the combined "some" and "much" categories of

the good writers was 83$; for the poor writers, 66$. For

the amount of writing done by family and friends, the "some"
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and "much" combined percentages for the good writers and

the poor writers were 66 %> for each group; however, 33^

of the good writers registered "much" writing done by-

family and friends, while none of the poor writers made

such an indication. Most of the writing done by family

and friends of both groups was classified as letter writing

and writing associated with college course work and oc-

cupations .

The usual prewriting time indicated by eight of the

12 writers (four in each group) was minimal (see Table 24),

supporting the findings gleaned from the direct observations
od

of the writers during the four episilees of writing in the

study. The two subjects whose usual prewriting time was

reported as "much" represented each group of writers.

Pianko and Rogers (1977) found that the traditional writers'

prewriting time significantly exceeded that of the remedial

writers, both during the direct observation of the subjects

and on the self-report of the writers during the historical

interviews

.

The need for a special writing place was similar for

the two groups of writers (see Table 25). Seven of the

writers (four good writers and three poor writers) expressed

their need for a special place as "usually." The five

remaining responses of the writers were cast in the "never"

category. The need for a special writing place was determined

by Pianko and Rogers (1977) as a dimension of significant

difference for the traditional writers in the study.
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In the present investigation, the two groups' similar

responses concerning sense of completion (see Table 27)

were not reflected in the significantly different responses

concerning satisfaction with products (see Table 26). Four

of the six poor writers felt that their writing was "usually”

completed when they submitted it, yet the poor writers were

just "sometimes" satisfied with the products. It can be

conjectured that, for the poor writers, a sense of com-

pletion associated with writing has little in common with

personal satisfaction in the finished product; that is,

for the poor writers, writing is a task, a duty to be

performed, lacking intrinsic worth. On the other hand,

for the good writers the sense of completion and satisfaction

with the finished product are apparently interwoven. Five

of the six good writers' responses on both variables were

cast in identical categories; that is, four good writers

"usually" sensed completion and also "usually" felt satis-

fied with their products, and one good writer "always"

sensed completion and also "always" felt satisfaction with

the products.

Another explanation for the seeming disparity between

the poor writers' sense of completion and satisfaction with

products might be accounted for by the significant difference

between the two groups ' beliefs of importance for writing as

self-expression (see Table 20). For the poor writers,

writing is not considered important for self-expression;
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perhaps it is not then paradoxical that poor writers submit

products which they sense as both complete and less than

satisfactory. Because the poor writers do not consider

writing as a form of self-expression, it might logically

follow that little pride, little sense of reflection of the

self in the product, is evident in the poor writers' pre-

disposition related to the act and the product of composing.

The findings of the present study and the findings of

the study conducted by Pianko and Rogers (1 977) » upon which

the quantitative and qualitative outcome variables were

based, differed on several counts, as previously discussed.

Regarding the differences of findings on some of the outcome

variables between the two investigations, two assumptions

are offered.

One, the subjects for the investigations, although both

college level students, represented populations which may

have accounted for differences in values associated with

writing. The subjects in the present investigation, as

previously detailed, represented a group of writers who will

be expected to assume responsibility for the teaching of

writing in some form at some time and are conscious of this

fact. The subjects selected by Pianko and Rogers were

chosen on the basis of enrollment in traditional, and remedial

English classes. The values and commitments related to

writing of Pianko and Rogers' subjects may have been different

from those values of the subjects in the present study and,
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therefore, account for some of the discrepancies in

expressed concerns and attitudes between the two inves-

tigations .

Two, the writing episodes involved in the two studies

were structured differently. In the present research, the

topics chosen for the subjects' compositions were geared

to approximate actual writing tasks of early childhood

and elementary teachers. In Pianko and Rogers' investi-

gation, subjects wrote essays corresponding to the tra-

ditional English class assignments in written discourse:

description, narration, exposition, and argumentation.

In the present study, subjects were requested to write a

minimum of 200 words at each episode, with a time limi-

tation of two hours; in Pianko and Rogers' study, subjects

were requested to write a minimum of ^-00 words at each

episode , with no time limitation other than they finish

the products within the afternoon's time. Subjects were

observed on each of four occasions of writing in the

present investigation; in Pianko and Rogers' study, on one

of five occasions. Writers were observed in individual

settings, with the investigator in direct view of the

subjects, in the present study; in Pianko and Rogers' study,

writers were observed in a simulated classroom setting, with

the investigators out of view of the subjects.

It becomes apparent that observed behaviors, concerns,

and attitudes between the two investigations of college
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writers' composing processes should he cautiously ap-

proached before specific conclusions and definite descrip-

tions are declared. The present study attempted to explore

dimensions of the composing process, as suggested by

Pianko and Rogers (1977), but, as previously discussed,

the context for the exploration in the present investi-

gation must be considered. Further studies of the com-

posing process, refining and extending knowledge generated

by this study and others are needed. A variety of

contexts in which the process can be explored will

enable researchers and teachers to clarify its complex

nature

.

Summary of the Findings

In summary, the composing processes, concerns,

attitudes, and past experiences related to writing of the

prospective early childhood/elementary teachers identified

as good writers and poor writers were measured on five

occasions: four writing episodes, accompanied by immediate

follow-up questions, and one in-depth interview. The

quantitative outcome variables associated with the writing

episodes were subjected to an analysis of variance with

repeated measures. The qualitative outcome variables

associated with the episode follow-up questions and the

in-depth interview which fell into one or the other of two

mutually exclusive classes were subjected to the Fisher exact
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probability test. Those qualitative outcome variables

which fell into one of three or more classes were sub-

jected to the Kolmogorov-Smirnov two-sample test. The

purpose of the anlayses was to differentiate the two

groups' composing processes, concerns, attitudes, and

past experiences related to writing.

The Four Writing Episodes

The findings associated with the four episodes of

writing revealed two dimensions of significant difference:

number of drafts and number of rescannings. Good writers

prepared signficantly more drafts and rescanned signi-

ficantly more often than did the poor writers.

Trends of difference between the composing behaviors

of the two groups were suggested. Although not established

as significantly different, the good writers spent more

time than the poor writers in both composing and rereading.

Other trends indicated for the good writers included their

greater numbers of revisions, pauses, and dictionary uses

than those of the poor writers.

The only behavior associated with the four episodes

of writing in which the poor writers registered a greater

amount of activity than the good writers was the amount of

prewriting time. Nearly identical for both groups of writers

was the rate of composing.
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The Follow-up Questions to the Four Writing Episodes

Analyses of the subjects' concerns and attitudes

associated with the four episodes of writing revealed no

dimensions of significant difference.

The dimension of greatest similarity between the two

groups of writers was the attitude toward the writing.

Positive, rather than negative, attitudes were associated

with 87% of the four writing episodes.

For 83% of the episodes, the planning behavior was

mental, rather than written. The concern for a clear

purpose in the writing, consideration of purpose, was

likewise indicated for 83% of the episodes.

Concern for mechanics and usage was registered for

79% of the episodes; stylistic concerns for paragraph

order and development, 77 ?°', and, concern for getting across

ideas, 71$.

The dimensions of least similarity between the two

groups' attitudes and concerns associated with the episodes

of writing were concern for diction and knowledge of ideas

prior to writing. Concern for diction was indicated for

62% of the episodes. Identically, for 6 2% of the episodes,

subjects reported no knowledge of ideas prior to writing,

no specific set of ideas in mind before they began writing.
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The In-depth Interview

Two dimensions associated with the subjects' in-depth

interviews were found to be significantly different between

the good writers and the poor writers: belief of importance

for writing as self-expression and satisfaction with products.

The good writers perceived writing to be important as a means

of self-expression, while the poor writers did not express

such a belief. Good writers were also significantly better

satisfied with their products than were the poor writers.

A trend, although not a significant difference, was

suggested for the good writers' greater amount of self-

initiated writing than that of the poor writers.

For the remaining dimensions of concerns and attitudes

associated with the in-depth interviews of the subjects,

no trends of difference were discerned. The amounts of

school-related writing experience and writing done by family

and friends of the good writers slightly exceeded that of

the poor writers. The need for a special writing place was

reported by four of the six good writers and three of the

six poor writers. Finally, five of the six good writers

"usually" and "always" felt a sense of completion with their

final products; four of the six poor writers "usually" felt

their final products were completed.
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Conclusions

Based upon the analyses of the quantitative and

qualitative outcome variables associated with the four

episodes of writing, the episode follow-up questions,

and the historical interviews of the good writers and

the poor writers, conclusions about the behaviors which

shape the composing processes and concerns, attitudes,

and past experiences related to writing which separate

the good writers from the poor writers in ECEP/CEP can

be made

.

As they write, the good writers take more time than

the poor writers to compose .and to reread what has been

written. In addition to the good writers' greater amounts

of time devoted to composing and rereading, the good writers

register more activity in composing behaviors than do poor

writers; specifically, the good writers prepare more drafts,

and make more rescannings, revisions, pauses, and dictionary

uses than the poor writers. Thus, the quantitative behaviors

which combine to shape the composing processes of the good

writers in ECEP/CEP are more fully developed than those of

the poor writers.

The qualitative concerns and attitudes associated with

the writing of the good writers suggest more maturity in

their composing processes than those of the poor writers.

The good writers are more fully satisfied with their written

products than are the poor writers. The good writers also
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regard writing as important for self-expression, a

reason for writing not even considered by the poor writers.

The good writers bring to the writing episode, whether

school-related or self- initiated, a greater sense of

satisfaction associated with products written in past

experiences, more self- initiated writing experiences,

and a belief in writing as something more than a means of

communication, a means of self-expression. What the good

writers bring with them that poor writers do not, then,

is a global predisposition toward writing as a potentially

personally rewarding process.

A combination of quantitative behaviors and qualitative

concerns, attitudes, and past experiences related to writing

of the good writers differentiate them from the poor writers.

The good writers' greater devotion of time in composing and

rereading their products, their greater numbers of drafts,

rescannings, revisions, pauses, and dictionary uses, their

greater satisfaction with written products, and their belief

of writing as self-expression, contrasted to those behaviors,

concerns, attitudes, and past experiences related to writing

of the poor writers, blend to produce the mature, more fully

developed composing processes.
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Recommendations for Further Study

Further studies of the composing processes--those

"behaviors, concerns, attitudes, and past experiences

related to writing— should "be modeled on the present

study. The investigation of larger groups of subjects

from different geographical locations is recommended.

Also needed are investigations to differentiate,

categorize, and interpret qualitative aspects of observed

writing behaviors; for example, the frequency of types

of pauses or types of revisions will provide useful

information in determining differences between writing

ability groups.

Further, the investigation of quantitative and

qualitative outcome variables associated with writing

should be made in a variety of contexts for writing,

such as self- initiated or school-assigned tasks, both

in-school and out-of-school.

Finally, a follow-up study based upon the implications

made for the treatment program for the poor writers in

ECEP/CEP at the University of Florida is suggested.



CHAPTER V
IMPLICATIONS FOR A TREATMENT PROGRAM

FOR THE POOR WRITERS

The purpose of this chapter is to present the impli-

cations of the findings in this study for a treatment

program for the poor writers. Based upon the analyses

of the behaviors, concerns, attitudes, and past experiences

related to writing of students identified as good writers

and poor writers in the Early Childhood Education Program/

Childhood Education Program at the University of Florida,

dimensions of significant difference and trends of dif-

ference between the two groups of writers were established.

A treatment program for the poor writers will therefore

reflect those behaviors, concerns, attitudes, and past

experiences related to writing of the good writers,

different from the poor writers. Before the implications

for the treatment program are presented, a profile of the

good writer in ECEP/CEP will be presented.

A Profile of the Good Writer

The good writer in ECEP/CEP, during an episode of

writing, behaves in two ways significantly different from

92
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the poor writer. One difference is the number of rescannings

made. The good writer constantly rescans what has been

written, making over three and one-half more rescannings

per episode than does the poor writer. A second signi-

ficant difference is the number of drafts prepared. The

good writer writes one and one-half as many drafts than

does the poor writer.

Although not significantly different, the good writer

tends to behave differently from the poor writer in other

aspects during an episode of writing. The good writer

takes more time than the poor writer during the episode

to compose and to reread what has been written. Over 17

minutes more are devoted to composing and nearly one and

one-half minutes more are spent on rereading by the good

writer than by the. poor writer.

Also noted for the good writer during a writing episode

is that the good writer tends to make more revisions (nearly

14 more revisions), pause more often (nearly 22 more pauses),

and use the dictionary more often (nearly two more uses)

than the poor writer.

In addition to the ways the good writer behaves dif-

ferently from the poor writer during an episode of writing,

the good writer brings to the episode itself two- signifi-

cantly different values associated with writing from those

of the poor writer. One value is the good writer's belief

of importance for writing as self-expression, a belief not
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held by the poor writer. A second difference is the

good writer's greater sense of satisfaction with written

products than that of the poor writer. The good writer

values writing as important for something more than com-

munication: Writing is important, for the good writer,

as a means of self-expression. A trend, but not a signi-

ficant difference, is the greater amount of self- initiated

writing the good writer does compared to the self-initiated

writing of the poor writer.

Thus

,

1. The good writer is one who more ably than

the poor writer contemplates what has been

written, by spending more time than the poor

writer in composing and rereading the product.

In addition, more rescannings, pauses, drafts,

and dictionary uses allow the good writer

increased opportunities for contemplation of

what has been written than that of the poor

writer. Afforded more opportunity for confir-

mation or reformulation of what has been written,

the good writer makes more revisions than the

poor writer.

2. Further, the good writer is one whose pre-

disposition toward writing is more positive and

more comprehensive than that of the poor writer.

The products written in the good writer's past
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experiences are regarded with satisfaction,

and the good writer values writing as impor-

tant for self-expression. The good writer

engages in more self- initiated writing than

does the poor writer.

The Implications

A treatment program for the ECEP/CEP students identified

as poor writers is based upon the investigator's inter-

pretations of the dimensions of significant difference and

trends of difference between the poor writers and the good

writers. The implications are thus made in the attempt to

bring the poor writer to characterize, as closely as possible,

the profile of the good writer in ECEP/CEP.

I. Differences between specific quantitative and

qualitative behaviors of good writers and poor

writers exist: Inform the poor writers of the

investigation and its purpose.

Explain the nature of the quantitative behaviors and qualitative

concerns, attitudes, and past experiences related to writing,

as defined in the study. Describe the ways the outcome

variables associated with the four writing episodes, the

episode follow-up questions, and the in-depth interviews

were measured. Present the data analysis, and then assist

the poor writers in interpreting the findings of the study.

Prepare, with the poor writers, a profile of the good writer.
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II. Specific differences between the good writers

and the poor writers exist which are quanti-

tative: Rehearse the quantitative behaviors

characteristic of the good writer.

Rehearse the quantitative behaviors characteristic of the

good writer, as the poor writers compose. Begin with the

signficantly different dimensions on the profile of the

good writer (number of rescannings and number of drafts)

and guide the poor writer while he/she writes. Continue

rehearsals with the discerned trends of difference on the

profile of the good writer (composing time, rereading time,

number of revisions, number of pauses, and number of dictionary

uses). Encourage the poor writers to share their perceptions

of the rehearsals through discussion and journal keeping.

Review, periodically, the purpose for the rehearsals.

III. Specific differences between the good writers

and the poor writers exist which are quali-

tative: Provide a forum for the exchange of

concerns, attitudes, and past experiences

related to writing.

Discuss the qualitative concerns, attitudes, and past experi-

ences related to writing on the profile of the good writer.

Decide, as a group, what the poor writers might do to begin

to regard writing as important for self-expression and to

regard their written products with greater satisfaction.

Encourage increased amounts of self-initiated writing.



APPENDIX A

DISTRIBUTION OF ECEP/CEP STUDENTS'
WRITTEN COMPOSITION NET SCORES

Score Number of Students

12 2

11 13

10 6

9 16

8 14

7 17

6 15

5 9

4 8

3 8

2 3

111
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APPENDIX B

LETTER TO STUDENTS IDENTIFIED AS GOOD WRITERS

November, 1979

TO: Student Volunteers in Writing Study
FROM: Mary Henderson

The first quarter ECEP and CEP students identified as

proficient writers will be given the opportunity to parti-

cipate as subjects in an investigation of basic research

in composition. Included in the winter quarter 1980 study

will be • in-depth interviews of the student writers as well

as direct observations of the composing processes of the

students as they engage in several writing experiences.

Upon completion of the study, each student will receive a

personal letter of recommendation, explicitly describing

the student's qualities as a superior writer in the ECEP/

CEP student population and emphasizing the student's volun-

tary participation in the research.

The proficient writers who participate in the study

will receive four major benefits as a result of the parti-

cipation:

One, the letter of recommendation may be included in

the student's final letter of evaluation for ECEP/CEP,

pointing out the participant's willingness and concern to
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take part in the investigation and the participant's

"to effectively communicate in written discourse,

attributes deemed desirable in a prospective teacher.

Two, the student will gain a sense of satisfaction

in the contribution made to improving the quality of the

programs in early childhood and childhood education at

the University of Florida, resulting from the findings

of the study. The opportunity for ECEP and CEP students

to involve themselves in basic research having a poten-

tially direct bearing on their own program of education

is exceptional.

Three, the student will derive first-hand experience

in basic research. The student's participation in the

investigation may provide an impetus for the student, as

a future educational researcher, to consider the necessity

for such studies in all aspects and at all levels of education.

Four, the student will receive a sense of gratification

in the direct contribution made to knowledge in the field of

the English language arts. The contribution made by the

student will serve to expand and revise current research and

theory in composing processes, an extraordinary opportunity

to assist in the refinement of an academic discipline.



APPENDIX C

EPISODE FOLLOW-UP QUESTIONS

1. Planning behavior (mental or written):

What kind of planning did you do for this writing?

2. Attitude toward the writing (positive or negative):

Did you like or dislike this writing experience?
Explain.

3. Stylistic concerns (none or some):

What was the difference, if any, between the way
you thought about this paper from the way you do
a writing for yourself or a writing you do for a
class assignment?

Did you consider how your paper would be developed?
If so, explain.

4. Consideration of purpose (none or some):

Did you have a purpose in mind?
If so, explain.

5. Knowledge of ideas prior to writing (none or some):

Did you feel the need to set definite ideas before
you began to write?
Explain.

6 . Writers' concerns (getting across ideas, mechanics
and usage, diction):

Did you do any revising?
Explain.
What kind of revisions did you make?
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Did you reread what you wrote?
Explain.
If so , why?

Were there any specific aspects of composition
with which you were concerned as you wrote?
If so, what concerned you?

Concluding question :

Do you have anything else you would like to say
about this writing experience?
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INTERVIEW QUESTIONS

1. Self- initiated writing (none, minimal, some, or much):

What kinds of writing do you do which are not related
to school work?
How much of this writing do you do?
How do you regard the writing you do on your own?

2. School-related writing (none, minimal, some, or much):

What kinds of writing did you do in elementary school?
How much writing did you do in elementary school?
How did you regard the writing you did in elementary
school?

What kinds of writing did you do in secondary school?
How much writing did you do in secondary school?
How did you regard the writing you did in secondary
school?

What kinds of writing have you done in college?
How much writing have you done in college?
How do you regard the writing you have done in college?

3 . Writing done by family and friends (none, minimal, some,
or much):

What kinds of writing do your family members do?
How much of this writing is done?
How do your family members regard the writing they do?

What kinds of writing do your friends do?
How much of this writing is done?
How do your friends regard the writing they do?
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4. Usual prewriting time (minimal, some, or much):

What are the differences, if any, between the school-
related writing and the self-initiated writing you do?

How do you regard an in-school writing assignment with
a time limit?

How long does it take you, once you have an idea, to
begin to write?

What are the differences, if any, between your
procedures for completing school-related writing and
self-initiated writing?

5- Need for a special writing place (never, sometimes,
or usually)

:

When you write, do you have a special place?
Explain.

6. Satisfaction with products (never, sometimes, usually,
or always )

:

What are your feelings when you complete a piece of
writing?

Do you ever submit a final product with which you are
not satisfied?
If so, how often?

?. Sense of completion (never, sometimes, usually, or
always )

:

How often do you submit final products which you
believe are completed?

8. Importance for writing (for communication, self-
expression) :

Do you think writing is important?
If so, for what reason or reasons?



APPENDIX E

PROCEDURE FOR DATA COLLECTION

Weeks 1-4, Observations of four writing episodes

Materials: Recording equipment (camera, recorder,
and video tapes)

Writing materials (paper, pens, pencils,
and dictionary)

Topics I, II, III, IV with general
directions attached (in box for random
selection

)

Writing table (flat mirror on its surface
for observing subject's eye movement)

Wire basket
Chairs for subject and observer
Stopwatch, clipboard, pencils, data

collection guide, and episode follow-
up questions

Procedures

:

1. Subject enters studio and selects paper and pen

or pencil for writing.

2. Subject sits at table, places paper on mirror

surface, selects topic, reads general directions

on back of topic card, but does not read topic

until signal to begin is given.

3. Investigator turns recording equipment to record.

4. Subject receives signal to begin, turns over

card, reads topic, and proceeds with writing.
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5« As subject is signaled to begin, investigator

begins measuring number of revisions, number

of dictionary uses, and number of rescannings.

6. Subject signals completion of product by placing

product in wire basket on writing table.

7 . Investigator asks subject the episode follow-

up questions.

8. Investigator turns recording equipment to stop.

9. Investigator collects any written outlines, notes,

or rough drafts from subject.

10. Subject leaves studio.

11. Investigator measures times for prewriting,

composing, and rereading, numbers of pauses and

drafts, rate of composing, and episode follow-

up variables, as video tape is replayed and

subject's writing is scrutinized.

Week 5, In-depth Interview

Materials: Recording equipment (camera, recorder,
and video tapes)

Table and two chairs
Interview questions
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Procedures

:

1. Subject enters studio.

2. Investigator turns recording equipment to record.

3. Investigator and subject sit at table.

4. Investigator asks subject questions.

5- Subject leaves studio.

6. Investigator records interview variables as

responses to interview questions are replayed

on video tape.



APPENDIX F

FOUR WRITING TOPICS AND GENERAL DIRECTIONS

I. Write a letter-to-the-editor of your local
newspaper, answering some criticism made
about public education in your community,
such as teacher membership in unions,
scores on standardized tests, instruction
in reading, or classroom use of a book
objected to by parents.

II. Prepare a speech, which you will read at
the next school board meeting in your com-
munity, which explains your school's stand
on some issue, such as the selection of a
particular reading series, special instruction
in art or music, or' involving parents in their
children's education.

III. Write a communication to parents who have
requested suggestions for helping their
children with homework.

IV. Prepare a written request to your school's
principal for special materials not normally
provided by the school. Explain your reason(s)
for the order.

General Directions:

Assume you are a classroom teacher of early
childhood or elementary students. Write on
the topic on the reverse side of this card.
Do not turn the card over to read the topic
until you are given the signal to do so.
Begin writing whenever you are ready to do
so after you have read the topic. You will
signal that you are finished by placing the
final product in the wire basket on the table.
Write at least 200 words. Complete the
writing during the time block reserved for you.
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APPENDIX G

DATA COLLECTION GUIDE

Subject: Date

:

Topic: I II III IV Week: 1 2 3 4

Outline

:

YES NO

Rough Draft: YES NO

Word Count:

PREWRITING: TIME: minutes seconds tenths

COMPOSING TIME: minutes seconds tenths

REREADING TIME

:

minutes seconds tenths

# Pauses:

# Dictionary Uses:

# Rescannings:

# Revisions:

# Drafts:

Rate of Composing: words per minute
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Planning behavior:

Attitude toward writing:

Stylistic concerns:

Consideration of purpose:

Knowledge of ideas
prior to writing:

Writers' concerns:
getting across ideas
mechanics and usage
diction

PAGE 2

MENTAL WRITTEN

POSITIVE

NONE

NONE

NEGATIVE

NONE

YES NO
YES NO
YES NO

OTHER COMMENTS:



APPENDIX H

GROUP MEANS AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS
OF QUANTITATIVE VARIABLES ON FOUR WRITING TOPICS

Prewriting Time

Group Topic Mean Standard Deviation

1 1.1217 0.2852

2 0.7550 O.307O
Good Writers

3 O.5150 0.2210

4 0.7933 0.7185

1 1.2817 0.5423

2 1.3583 0.7148
Poor Writers

3 0.8467 0.7358

4 1.2317 0.9480
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Composing Time

Group Topic Mean Standard Deviation

1 46.5917 31.9385

2 51.2900 35-7102
Good Writers

3 40.0850 25.3487

4 44.9600 19.9005

1 27.2717 7.8406

2 33.6117 9.5304
Poor Writers

3 26.5267 9.5306

4 27.1083 10.5468
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Rate of Composing

Group Topic Mean Standard Deviation

1 9.2283 4.2915

Good Writers
2 9.0350 5.4539

3 11.9183 6.8031

4 7.3683 3.6455

1 10.9600 4.5709

2 7.7917 3.2419
Poor Writers

3 11.1250 5-7774

4 9.2683 4.0743
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Group

Good Writers

Poor Writers

Rereading Time

Topic Mean Standard D<

1 5-6933 5.2072

2 6.7083 5.6063

3 6.1467 8.4439

4 7.1567 8.6072

1 5.3317 3.5159

2 4.7717 1.6769

3 4.1117 2.1562

4 5.6050 5.7797
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Number of Revisions

Group Topic Mean Standard Deviation

1 31.3333 24.8005

Good Writers
2 53-5000 50.8281

3 31.0000 30.8156

4 38.8333 24.0700

1 22.0000 7.5365

2 28.0000 11.2428
Poor Writers

3 24.5000 6 . 8044

4 24.6667 21.0966
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Number of Pauses

Group Topic Mean Standard Deviation

1 47.3333 46.3623

2 55-5000 67.2570
Good Writers

3 34.0000 33.1240

4 52.0000 24.1578

1 24.3333 6.1860

2 26.3333 II.I833
Poor Writers

3 24.0000 11

.

3666

4 24.3333 11.1475
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Number of Drafts

Group Topic

1

2
Good Writers

3

4

Mean

1.5000

1.5000

1.5000

1.8333

Standard Deviation

0.5477

0.5477

O.8367

0.7528

1 1.0000

Poor Writers
2 1 . 0000

3 1 . 0000

4 1.0000

0.0000

0.0000

0.0000

0.0000



Number of Dictionary Uses

Group Topic Mean Standard Deviation

1 2.5000 2.7386

2 4.3333 5.9554
Good Writers

3 1-3333 2.8047

4 2 . 6666 3.0768

1 0.6667 1.2110

2 0 . 6667 0.5164
Poor Writers

3 1.0000 0.8944

4 1.1667 1.1690
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Number of Rescannings

Group Topic Mean Standard Deviation

1 86.0000 92.1954

Good Writers
2 81.1667 115.9231

3 56.3333 74.9791

4 56.8333 48.2759

1 I8.8333 8.3765

Poor Writers
2 20.0000 13.6088

3 22.0000 8. 5088

4 16.3333 8.5946



APPENDIX I

EPISODE TIMES OF ALL SUBJECTS
ON FOUR WRITING TOPICS

Topic

1 2 _1_ 4 X

Group Subject

1 37.41 33.75 31.75 24.72 31.91

2 18.65 17.21 16.60 19.77 18.06

Good 3 35-70 43.01 45.78 69.98 48.62

Writers
4 109.62 119.7.8 76.96 61.73 92.02

5 50.65 59.75 60.63 52.40 55.86

6 34.25 38.77 11.88 45.85 32.69

1 15.73 34.61 23.40 21.20 23-73

2 29.48 29.07 35.41 39.56 33.38

Poor 3 33.25 31.75 12.03 4303 30.09

Writers 4 35-31 54.93 40.63 26.11 39.24

5 34-90 28.46 23.09 20.44 26.72

6 22.65 31.00 29.68 29.40 25.68
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APPENDIX J

NUMBER OF WORDS PER FINAL PRODUCT
OF ALL SUBJECTS ON FOUR WRITING TOPICS

Topic

1 2 _1_ 4 X

Group SuL.iect

1 387 316 368 272 335-

2 282 311 195 239 256.

Good 3 417 471 452 350 425.

Writers
4 401 434 390 223 362.

5 275 299 338 231 285.

6 336 236 279 333 296.

1 188 255 224 221 222.

2 171 159 178 146 I63.

Poor 3 255 305 240 307 276.

Writers
4 314 232 227 I83 239.

5 636 356 353 284 407.

6 227 185 300 191 225.

75

75

50

00

75

00

00

50

75

oo

25

75
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